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IMO STRIKE conflict. They realized that theyhad' no chance of securing their for-
mer positions and for that reason hadHAS ENDED no desire to end the conflict.
The surprising thing about thetZlimiwassissss.a. 
vote of the department store drivers
was that considerably less than half
CHICAGO TEAMSTERS DECIDE of the :ree who joined the strike
111PTO STOP THEIR LOSING originally voted on the proposition to
end the fight. When the strike was
ordered nearly aiao men walked out of
the barns of the State street mer-
chants. Beginning nearly a month
ago, however, desertions began. Sev-
enty-five men have returned as indi-
viduals to Marshall Field Se Co., and
in all the stores some of the union
drivers have gone back to work. It is
estimated that nearly aoo men desert-
ed the fight during the lest four
weeks, and some of them were the
most radical men in the rank and file
during the early stages of the strug-
gle.
Cheer and Sing in Glee.
That the strike would be voted off'
by the department store men was a
foregone conclusion when the polls
opened. The men were in the mood
to vote it off Wednesday night after
the stormy meeting of the joint coun-
cil, but the hour was late When the
meeting of the organization was call-
ed to order and it was determined to
take the referendum yesterday. The
strikers loitered around the polls all
day, apparently in a cheerful mood
over the prospect that the long and
losing struggle was to end and that
maw of them would have a chance
to return to work. At 6 o'clock,
when the result of the vote was an-
nounced by T. J. Ryan, business
agent of the. union, and President'.
Rietz,. there were loud cheers for
both votes. When Ryan declared
that 2t6 votes had been cast in favor
of ending the conflict the strikers
Shouted for several mintites. Men
tossed their hats in the air and some
of them had prepared a song i antic-
ipation of the result, the refrain hav-
ing been a paraphrase of a musical
song, entitled, "Take Me
STRUGGLE.
MAJORITY ANXIOUS
TO GO TO WORK'.
Joint Council Takes Little Time to
Declare Fight Ended for
Good and All.
SHEA ADVISES THE
MEN TO CAPITULATE.
Chicago, July 21.—The teamsters'
union has surrendered. The joint
council last night officially declared
off the strike against the Employers'
asociation, which for fifteen weeks
has turned Chicago into a veritable
battle ground. Yielding to defeat in
the most important fight in the or-
ganization's history, the union asked
no quarter and extended to the men
who remained loyal to the end the
consolation that they can begin over
again and try to regain their losses.
The joint council met at 145 Ran-
dolph street with President W. J.
Gibbons in the chair at 8 o'clock.
Cornelius P Shea, president of the
International Brotherhood of Team-
sters, addressed the meeting and
paved the way for the final vote with
an .planation of the desperate con-
eition of affairs. At 9 o'clock he re-
ceived a message from Bricklayers'
s ball to the effect that the railway ex-
press drivers, the union which ha* no
hope of getting any men back to
work, had voted to call off the strike.
The vote of that organization stood
1&7 in favor of ending the strike to
57 against. Earlier in the evening the
department store drivers voted to
call off their fight against the State
. street stores. Their vote stood 216
lo 37. The lumber wagon drivers
decided to return to work Monday
=omit's( and agreed with the employ-
to drive wagons in the future
whensver and wherever ordered with-
out discrimination
'Official End of Strike.
These were the decisions of the
three most important locals involved
- in the strike, acting upon the recom-
mendation of the council made the
night before. When the report of
the express drivers was received the
,ratification of the votes was put be-
fore the delegates and the strikes was
tnc,led by a unanimous chorus of
t'ayes." There was not one dissenting
voice. On the record of the council
wa . written:
'The strike of department store
ildvItrs, erotess drivers, coal team-
sters, finch teamsters, 'lumber driv-
,..ers, furniture teamsters, baggage and,
paled teamsters, cah drivers and bun-
'die boy, was officially declared off
at midnight Jitly eco.'“ ,
, No more referendum votes are
.. „ necessary. The anir14 that did not
' take a vote, the truck drivers, coal
, . teamsters and other locals involved.c
, were ordered by the council to end
• L.l.the conflict and the members of those
. 7 unions will enalsieror to regain their
t,S I/ Positions from their various em-.
‘ o ploifvs.,4t ia estimated that 5o per
o ". 'eventesen the strikers will get back to
Ic"There is a possibility that a few of
arlt express driver.s may be re-em-
Qltlased, but :hat local has been wip-A feat of existence by e ht, and
rathe departmem s etor delivery drivers
liaise fared but little better. Many of
tbe Union men deserted several weeks
orb, thus leaving- few places for the
men who stood out to the end. Few
of_the coal teamsters on strike will
* reemployed and none of the bag-
age and "parcel delivery drivers or
Irnen will get back their positions
the transfer companies.
eieselesery Nivea Take Action.
The d'epertritere store delivery driv-
er:, who became generally involved
.ithe strike April. 24, took the ini-
tiative i,1 ending the conflict In ac-
cordance with the instrettions of the
Teamsters' joint council Wednesday
nislit•the officials of the organization
ordered the referendum vote betwsen
Ale hours of and 5 o'clock yester-
day.'"The polls were opened ..prorript-
ly at 145 Randolph street and before
noon more than eeo votes had 'eesen
cast. During the alternoon Only 2
few men .voted, the total number of
votes cast having thee*. 263. Of thla
number 216 votes were:.lor‘calliNg off
the strike and ant 37 ovine.
Sonst of the men wh4 etiied against
the proposition were strikers who
have committed acts of v:oleece or
been 'prominently identified with the
comedy
Back."
Glad Yet Doleful.
It was a doleful appearing crowd
of men which emerged from the joint
council meeting after the final strike
session had been adjourned. Many
of the men were glad that the fight
had elided, but the loss to the organ-
ization in membership, the loss in
prestige and the depletion of the
treasury was uppermost in their
minds.
President Shea had little to say. He
tried to be cheerful and take the mat-
ter philosophically, but the fact that
he had lost the biggest fight he ever
undertook on the eve of running for
re-election caused his disappointment.
"The fight has been lost and it is
over," said Shea. "But we have 30.-
000 raion teamsters in Chicago still
and the ground that has been lost
has been regarined. The strike has
been a good lesson for both employ-
ers and the union. Neither side will
want such a struggle again. I am
going to leave town for a few days
and will be back here on my way to
Philadellphia to do what I can to
help the men get back to work."
WILD TIME IN THE
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Trouble Over Motion to Reduce the
Membership of Land Commission.
London, July 21.—The government
bill was defeated in the house of
commons tonight by a majority of
three on the motion to reduce the
membership of the Irish land com-
mission.
On the announcement of the vote
the scene was one of greatest ex-
citement, being preceded by liberal
and Irish members yelling "resign."
The incident was considered of hard-
ly sufficient imoortance to justify
the government in resigning, but
when asked by Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman, the leader of the opposi-
tion, what course he intended to pur-
sue, Premier flatfour declined to
make a statement The premier said
he would consult his colleagnes as
to whether tne queztion would again
be submitted to a vote and would
make a statement Monday. The
house then adjourned.
Estimates For
Seoond Street
GIVEN
NER
ROBERTSON & GARD-
AGAINST THE PROP-
ERTY OWNERS.
Boiçiu of Works Would Not Consent
Bitulithic People Subletting
Their Contract.
Yesterday afternoon at the meet-
ing of 'Mk board of publit works
there was approved the estimates for
Contractors Robertson le Gardner for
the brick street and storm water
sewerage work they did on Second
between Broadway and Kentucky av-
enue. The estimates are against the
abutting property owners and show
Sow much each individual owes the
contractors for that portion of the
work running in front of their prop- of the Ohio river. The object of the
erty. meeting was to confer with the chief
The board granted City Engineer accountants of the road and decide
Washington permission to tear up
two more blocks of Third street for
the purpose of excavating and grad-
ing same, just as soon as the labor-
ers finish laying the paving brick on
that thoroughfare between Kentucky
avenue and Washington street. The
contractors have about five blocks
torn up now, excavating and grading
same, while their desire is to tear up
additional bldcks, but they will have
to complete that where the brick is
being laid, before this right is ac-
corded them. The work will have to
be entirely completed from the ave-
nue to Fourth and Broad streets be-
fore any part is accepted by the board
a thrown open for the use of the
ks. Some people 'want is ac-+
ea a block at a time by the city,
so that the street can be gradually
opened for traffic in that manner, but
probabilties are it will have to be
completed altogether before anything
is done in this respect.
Notice was given the property
owners on North Sixth between Jef-
ferson and Monroe streets, that they
must repair immediately the side-
walks fronting their property. These
walks have been out of order for
many weelos and nothing ever done
towards placing them in passable
condition.
To the property owners along
Broad between Third and Fourth
street instructions were issued, corn-,
Conference I win a strike wtvich began in the bitu- KOMUILA
GENERAL
AND OT
Iminous coal mines of Alabama and
Tennessee a year ago. The state-
Of Accountants ments were made by Central Labor
Agent Hugh Dewitt, of the Tennes-
see Coat, Iron and Railroad Co.
Dewitt asserts that the union con
tributed an average of $1,000 a day
for the maintenance of the members
of local unioqs in these two states,
and that in addition to the $365,000
spent by the organization, the union
had expended $26,000 within the last
three months for railroad tickets to
enable strike breakers to 'return to
General Agent Jahn Donovan, of their homes.
the Illinois Central railroad here, re- The statements made by Dewitt
turned yesterday morning from Min- were brought out in hearing corn-
phis, Tenn., accompanied by Chief
Clerk R. E. Adkisson and Accountant
L. P. Core, they having been there
Thursday attending the conference
held at the Gayoso hotel by the gen-
eral! agents, division agents, chief
clerks, accountants and all others
from the respective divisions South
T DONOVAN
RETURNED
DAY.
Mr. Anderson Wood En Route to
Washington to Locate—Watch
Inspection Finished.
SUN SPOTS LARGER
THAN THE EARTH.
Bestoe, Wass, July 21.—TWO sun
spots lire now exciting considerable-
interest among the Harvard astron-
omers on account of their size. They
Ire close together, somewhat above
the center and on the right side. They
are estimated to be loo,000 miles in
diameter, twelve times as big as the
vette When' they first appeared on
ieltday they were not easily visible;
bliP\ new they can be plainly seen
through smoked glass or even with
the naked eye when the sun is low.
Whether the hot weather is caused or
effetted by them is not known.
The City of Memphis will not leave
,St. Louie, for a few days yet.
•
•
pelling them to move back their
front fences which protrude out upon
the public sidewalk beyond the front
property line. These fences .have to
come back so as to get them out of
the way when the new sidewalks are
being btlilt along that street.
The maintenance bond of the Sou-
thern Bittrlithic company was approv-
ed by the board. It is for the work
to be done on Kentucky avenue, Jef-
ferson street and Sixth, Seventh and
Ninth streets, by the bitulithic peo-
ple, and the bond guarantees that
they will keep the improvement in
good repair for a period of five yeafs.
A letter from President George In-
gram.% of the bitulithic company, has
been received by the board of works,
in which that gentleman ways the
consent of the board of works to the
Nashville concern subletting the
storm-water sewerage to Robertson &
Gardner for Kentucky avenue, Jeffer-
son and Sixth, Seventh', and Ninth
streets. The bitulithic company got
the contract for this storm sewerage.
along with the brick and bitulithic
work, and now wants to sublet the
sewer part to the Paducah contract-
upon a number of important changes
to be shade in keeping the accounts
of the mammoth system. During the
gathering numerous alterations were
decided upon and will be put into use
for betterment of the service that the
Illinois Central always improves
Whenever possible, no matter to what
expense it is put.
plaints against two large employment
agencies in the city, who have been
engaged in obtaining men for the
tnines.
TAFT JUNKETING PARTY.
Will Receive a Cordial Welcome
From Tokio People.
Tokio, July 21.—Extensive prepa-
rations are being made for the recep-
tion of Secretary Taft and party. Be-
sides official receptions, imperial and
otherwise, the bankers and other in-
fluential associations and societies
are held • meetings and appointing
reception sommittees.
All Tokio is inciaista to wive the
heartiest possible reception to SeCre-
Takes Ne Place. tary Taft, Mliss A:icc Roosevelt andw 
Mr. Anderson Wood, the steno_ the other members of the party and
.Fn-grapher, passed through here yester- w;11 make a demonstratien comm
day en route to Washington to take .e-ete with the strength and appre-
a position in the office of Assistant e atom of Aerverican friendship held
Chief Pepperrnen, of the Tsehmian by all subjects of the mileado.
canal commission. leflr. Wood is the
well known stenographer, formerly
here in the taw office of Hendrick &
Miner, but who took a position with
the Illinois Central and for quite a
while was stenographer in the divis-
ion superintendent's headquarters at
Fulton..41tere recently he has been
offleiatiffs In that capacity for Harry
McCourt, superintendent of Southern
lines for tit; road, with head-quarters
at Vennehie, but now resigns to take
a place with the cominiseiori that
maiataiss headquarters at Washing-
ton He is an expert and will serve
the autiaorities well. ,
Takes Vacation.
Accountant L. P. Cone, of the gen-
eral frtight offices here, left yester-
day for Michigan, to be gone on a
two weeks' vacation. by the date of installa?ion.
Mr. W. H. Peebles, of Princeton,
Inspections Finished. Ind., grand lodge representative for
Last night Me. Hurry Meyers. the Southern Indiana, arrived in the city
jeweler, and official watch examiner Thursday to confer with the organiz-
for the Illinois Central railroad, re- ers of the local aerie. Mr. Harvey
turned from making his quarterly Harmon, who had intended coming,
inspection of all watches on the dis- was kept away by the illness of his
tricte leading out of Paducah. That law partner. Mr. Peebles hekt a
Big Lodge
•
OF FRATERNAL ORDER OF
EAGLES WILL BE INSTI-
TUTED HERE.
•
Grand Lodge Man Visited The City
and Will Return Soon—Cairo
Team to Do the Work.
iniTtihes those of the employes from
here to Golconda, Carbondale, Cairo,
Fulton and Central City and it has
taken him since the first bf this week
to make the inspection, that caused
him to look at hundreds of time-
piece'
Found $3,000 Check.
M'r. J. D. Ferguson, of the dis-
patchirs' office for the Illionis Cen-
tral railroad, Sunday found a check
for $,t000, and is holding same in his
possession, awaiting Maim by the
owner, who seems to be one W. R.
Mb-Creery.
Mc. Ferguson was passing along in
front of the Union Central hotel at
Broadway and the railroad crossing,
when 'he noticed the piece of paper
flittering around on the ground.
ors. They also want to sublet to Reaching down he picked same up.
Thomas Bridges & Sons that portion and found it called for $3,000. The
of the contract calling for paving paper had been mnde payable to Mc-brick oft the avenue from First to Creerv, and was drawn in his favor
Fourth and on &Jefferson from Sec- by the ;Oriental Commission com-
e-old to Fifth. In response to their pane. of New grleana. The name of
request the board of works ordered McCreery had been endorsed acroos
the Nashville people to be written a the back of the piece of paper, which
letter Vating that the board looked was dates! hat Monday, day after
to the •..ottthern Bitullthic company it was found. This indicates that
of that city for completion of a1 the
contracts here, but that the corpora-
tion could jet whatever contractor
they wanted to sublet to, do the work,
but the bitulithic pcop:e would be re-
sponsible as they were awarded the
contract by the municipal authori-
ties of here.
The board of works ordered 4hat
ktrOv Solicitor Edward Puryear return
OFthem irnmed:ately the bond and
contract to be entered into between
e board and Thomas Bridges dt
ns for the concrete pavements the
tatter will lay on Kentucky avenue,
jaffereirin. street, and Sixth, Seventh
ettld Ninth streets. The contractor
eted bond guaranteeing good
rk that he maintains for five years,
e the contract has been ordered
svn up, but the solicitor never re-
ed the papers back to the board
SO they ran be signed by the' con-
tractor and public worlds memberi.
City Attorney Thomas B. Harrison
returned last evening from Princeton,
where he went the day before on le-.
gal business.
•
whoeyer 4cCreerv is. he bad had 3
/settlement with the coremilrion com-
pany on the Sabbath. but the check
was dated 'Monday in order that it
would be legal.
Hat Not Resigned.
The article yesterday morniag
about Dispatcher W. McCabe going
to ToSson, Arizona, may be mislead-
inc to' some Mr. McCabe has an
offer of a fine position in that city,
and wpile off on his bridal tour goes
cut tai look over the field, but he has
not resigned his place here, nor will
he if he accepts the other without
giving ample netice.
St.soo,ono SPENT Olk! STRIKE.
Gigantic Sum Expended by United
Mine Workers of America.
New York, July 21.—Testimony
has been given at a hearing before
Cnmmissioner of Licenses Keating in
this city, to the effect that the United
Mine Workers of America had spent
more than $thsoo ono in an effort) to
The establishment of an aerie of
the Fraternal Order of Eagles in
Paducah is now regarded as a cer-
tainty by the promoters. brany
more than the required neuter of
charter applicants have been secur-
ed, and there is every prospect that
the lodge will be 150 or aoo strong
ARRIVES
JAPANESE PEACE ENVOYS
NOW CROSSING THE
STATES.
conference with a number of the pro-
moters at the Hotel Lagomarsino,
and Mr. Louis P. Head was author-
ized to collect the charter fees from
applicants, under the supervision of
a committee named for that purpose.
Mee Peebles and Mr. Harmon, who
have charge of the organization work
in Indiana, will both attend the in-
stallation of the local aerie.
- It is the intention to bold the in-
stallation ceremonies in about ten
days or as soon as the necessary par-
aphernalia can be procured from the
grand lodge. The degree team from
Cairo. III., will be procured to do the
initiatory work, and many Estee%
from Southern Illinois and Indiana
will attend. The inatala,:on cere-
monies will he followed by a ban-
quet and epeech-making. Grand lodge
degrees will be conferred in the after-
noon of the dey of installation, and
the remainder of the work at night.
The visiting Eagles will be royalty
entertained. and possibly excursion.
boor St. Toile; and Louisville will
he run for their convenience.
Tt ie the purpose of the new order
to at once secure and fit up a ward
in the new city hospital for the rise
of iheir members, and also hand scene
club rooms as soon as they can he
aeetrei.
The grard lodge of the order con-
venes in Denver (vi August 12, and
it is the hope of the promoters to
get the local lodge instltutee ie time
to 1-e allowed a dele^2.0 to that
meeting, and in c-se this is done sec-
ant other members will also attend.
This is only the eeventh annual con-
vention of the order, and in seven
years it has grown from a member-
s/hip nf seven persons to eci),00n, hav-
ing nearly 1200 local lodges in this
country. Mexico and Canada. It has
increased over fifty peft cent. in the
last year.
COURTESY COST HIM HIS LIFE
Dallas, Tex., July 21.—Chief of Po-
lice J. W. Brooks, of Collinsville,
Tex., was killed by Z. T. Trice,
whom. he had arrested while he was
driving with his wife. Brooks turned
to apologise to Mts. Trice for ar-
resting her husband in her preesnce
and Trice stabbed the officer in the
tack. Trice is in jail.
LANDED THURSDAY AT
SEATTLE, WA,
Should Be in New York Monday and
Washington the Following
Day.
ROSTER OF THE
REPRESENTATIVE PARTY.
Seattle, July 21.—Baron Komura,
foreign Minister of Japan and her
chief plenipotentiary in the coming
peace negotiations with Russia, land-
ed from the liner Minnesota Thurs-
day amid a blaze of fireworks ex-
ploded in his honor by a crowd of
more than 0000 Japanese who had
gathered to welcome him and his
suite. A band 'mingled Japanese and
American airs as Mayor Kallinger, on
behalf of the city, extended greetings
to the distinguished oriental diplo-
matist.
A special train brought the party
to the, business section of the city and
the Japanese envoys retired to the
residence of S. Hisanridzu, the Jap-
anese consul at Seattle, and at once
began work on a mass of corres-
pondence which had awaited Baron
Komura's arrival. He remained busy
until 7:30 o'clock, when the party
started east over the Great Northern
railroad. From tH indications there
is enough work in hand to keep them
bogy all the way across the conti-
nent.
Policy of Sealed Lips.
• A fixed policy has been agreed
upon by the members of the delega-
tion regarding interviews—or rather,
not giving interviews. 'Baron KOTTi.
ura has determined not to give out
any statements to the press relative
to peace negotiations or the war con-
ditions. H. Sato, an unattached mem-
ber of the foreign service who ac-
companied the party East, W2S desig-
nated as spokesman to discuss such
burning events as the weather, the
beauty of the cherry blossoms in Ja-
pan, or other things which are not
material to the important internation-
al work in hand.
The roster of the party _ 
__ was in-
tibicneect as follows!
Baron Kornurs, minister of foreign
affairs.
H. W. Denison, an 'American, for
twenty-one years employed in the for-
eign department in Ap advisory ca-
pacityyokohaamnad. once American consul at
Sato, formerly Japanese minister to
Mexico, prior to which he was sec-
retary of the Japanese legation at
Washington.
za,hckaingtonY director of the bureau ofs'''
political affairs of the foreign de-
partment.
Adschi, connected with the foreign
office and formerly first secretary of
the Japanese legation in Paris.
Tachibana, a celenel and member
of staff assigned by the Japanese min-
ister of war.
al
rion icndaomanurd aK. onishi, secretaries to
B 
Ishiuji, chancellor for dui consulate
at Chicago, but who is to attend con-
ference before going to his post.
Besides the three commissioners
mentioned above and their attendants
there are four servants and a repre-
sentative of the Associated Press.
Worked on Chinese.
Messrs. Sato and-, Denison were
with the Japanese aMbassadors who
concluded peace with China. They
are the only members of the party
Who have enjoyed such honors in the
past.
The party will reach St. Paul Sun-
day at 2•43 p. m. and will leave the
same night for Chicago on the Bur-
lington, arriving thee the following
morning at q o'cideR. The Stay in
Chicago will be brief, the visitors de-
'parting at 5:3o the same afternoon for
New York City.
Aboard the steamship on Tuesday
night a farewell reception was given
by Baron Kom-ura. Later Baron
Komura distributed a number of
presents among the officers of the •
boat. The minor officials and em-
ployes who waited on bins were tre-
ed lavishly, the Chinese etateroo•
tendant being given a tso tip. I,
priee won in the //hip game
the voyage were distributed
night, Baron Komitra makin
presentation speeches and io
(Concluded oag;74 the
• '
• New Woodmen
ORGANIZER HELSLEY HAS OR-
GANIZED A NEW LODGE
FOR ALMO.
Ladies of Evergreen Circle, Wood-
men of the World„ Give Bran
Dance and Social Tonight.
aMr. J. W. Helsley, the organizer
of Woodmen of the World lodges for
this section of the country, has re-
turned from Almo, l'illarshall county,
where he went and got together a
new lodge of this secret order, anti
is now preparing to have them in-
stalled.
neer are twenty-six members of
the body and they have already decid-
ed upon their officers who are: J. W.
Wade, C. C.; Samuel Harris, A. L.;
J. A. Futtrell, clerk; Harlan Griffin,
banker; I. F. Woodruff, escort;
'1* Daley, Solon Griffin and W.
board of managers.
)dge will hold its meeting at
Hill, which is a little over
.ile from Almo, and is the hand
building where the Masons and
aer secret orders meet, while it is
used by some churches for their re
liglous services.
Organizer Hetsley has sent away
- the charter for the new lodge and
-.s soon as it comes he will go
: and install the body.
Circle Entertainment.
Yergreen circle, Jersey camp,
'-en of the World, have ar-,
'or a 'delightful moonlight
and social this evening
••-, ' street in Mechanicsburg.
.111 be had by all who
•• --tainments of these
'Ant1 dies
MoT:c Next Week
IteCUIT t' 72RK'S OFFICE IS
PLACE I FIRST-CLASS
:DITION.
Lila Beard Filed Suit for Divorce
. Against T. M. Beard on Charge
of Abandonment.
The first of next week the effects
of the circuit clerk will be moved
back into the clerk's office from the
circuit court room at the county court
house and everything put in straight
ened condition. The clerk has been
using the court room while his quar
ters were being renovated and repair-
ed. Now the paperhangers are pre-
paring to repaper the walls of the
hall, which have not been papered
for twenty years, and always Present-
ed a nasty, filthy appearance.
Suit for Divorce.
-Ella Beard filed suit for divorce in
the circuit court yesterday against T.
M. Beard, charging abandonment.
Not Yet Returned.
Judge Lightfoot has not yet return-
ed from Lexington, Ky., where he
carded Charles Glenn to the reform
school. He was expected back yes-
Not Yet Decided.
Justice Barber has not yet decided
the suit of Harlan Griffith again.st
Mrs. Josephine Wtwth, but expects
t to in a day- OfFien-.-Plaintiff and elt
•fenciant own adjoining property on
North Twelfth street, and Griffiith
sues for damages on the ground that
Mrs. Wurth dug a ditch that causes
water and offal to flow over onto his
property, it being diverted from her
property
BANKER ASKS FOR PARDON.
1E, is Made in Behalf of E. S. Drey-
er, of Chicago.
Joliet, Ill., July 21.--A plea for ab-
solute pardon was made before the
state board of pardons today in be-
ball of E. S. Dreyer, one of Chica-
go's bankers now confined in the pen-
itentiary here under conviction for
• embezzlement. The plea was made
by Francis Lackner, an attorney of
Chicago. He urged not only the ill
health of the prisoner, due to his
long confinement, but asserted that
the ends of justice had been fully sat-
NEW SUCCEED'S CORTELYOU
Indiana Man Will Become Chairman
of Republican Committee.
Washingon, July 21.—Postmaster-
General C.,ortelyou will retire from
the chairmanship of the Republican
national committee within three
weeks, and Vice Chairman Harris S.
New, of Indiana, will become the act-
ive chairman. An authentic an-
nouncement to this effect was made
today. Postmaster General Cortcl-
you and Elmer Dover, the secretary
of the committee, were together two
boors today disposing of the business
now pending.
World's Longest Tunnel.
Simplon is the longest tunnel
world. and has been finisihed
ce of tremendous difficulties,
which were entirely nnex-
many of which presented
ems for engineers. It ex-
moo Brieg in Switzerland to•
fivionaly, the total length being
hi boa". twelve and one-fourth
, . • fat t.
-
Rivermen's !Midnight Prowlers
Petition I
THEY WILL SEND SAME TO
MAJOR NEWCOMER TO-
MORROW.
Name of Every Steamboatman is At-
tached to Document Which Al!
Strongly Approve.
Captains James Till and Harry
Brazelton expect to send their pe-
tition tomorrow to Major Newcom-
er, .wnerein all the Ateamboatmen of
this vicinity are asking that the Il-
linois( Central railroad be compelled
to tear town the old bridge above
here at Gitbertsville on the Louisville
division. 'There are some of the riv-
ermen out of the city at present, but
the signatures of all will have been
procured by tomorrow, 'and the dec-
ument then forwarded to the major,
who ha 4 charge of the Tennessee
river for the United State govern-
ment.
'Every steamboatman is quite vig-
orous in denouncing the I. C. for at-
tempting to .keep the structure there,
and the matter will :be bitterly
fought all the way through.
Captain Till stated that the bridges
were so close together and built in
such a way that drift blocks tip
against the pier towards the bank
and extends for hundreds of feet
out into the stream, thereby adding
greater danger to that already exist-
ing through the "cross-current." The
Margaret, Woo!folk and numerous
other boats have got caught in the
peculiarly twisting and eddying cur-
rent and thrown against,' the stone
piers in such a manner as to greatly
damage them.
FOOTPAD ON TOP OF TRAIN.
Held Up Railroad Man, Took 350 and
Watch and Got Away.
Bardwell, Ky., July 21—Jack Mar-
tin, a Tennessee railroad man, had a
new experience in the holp-up line
here at an early hour Wednesday
morning. He was riding on a freight
engine bound from Cairo to this city
and just before daylight concluded he
would go back in the caboose and
take a rest. He started back over
the top of the cars, and when he had
reached about the middle of the train
he was confronted by a negro holding
a pistol. The demand "hands up"
brought a speedy response, and .Mar4
tin was soon relieved of $50 in mon-
ey and his watc'h. The neigro, still
covering 'Martin with a revolver,
clinked over the edge of the car, and
although the train was going at full
speed managed to get away. Offic-
ers of Bardwell were notified but
have so far.obtained no clew to the
robber.
ROBBED A RURAL CARRIER.
Charge Against Four Young Men
Arrested at Wickliffe
Wickliffe. Ky., July 21 --Sheriff
Nichols and Deputy Hall, /ate Wed-
nesday afternoon, arrested Burtnis
Highsmith, Elmer and C. Purcell and
Walter Adams, well known young
men of the county, on warrants
charging them with 'holding up and
robbing Rural Carrier RolLa Blank-
enship, about two Weeks ago, on ru-
ral route No. 2 from Wickliffe. The
robbeu secured about $27 of the car-
rier's money and in addition got a
ornall amount of stamps belonging to
the government. The 'hold-up oc-
curred in a driving rain, and Blank-
enship was threatened with death if
he attempted to resist. Sheriff Nich-
ols and Deputy Hall have been work-
ing on the case and obtained clews
w'hich led to yesterday's arrests
The Primaries.
CLAUDE WALTERS TOOK A
SHOT AT AN UNINVITED
GUEST.
Thieves Seem to Be Making Hauls at
Every Portion of the City on
South Side.
Yesterday morning between a and
3 o'clock Mr. Claude Walters took a
shot at a marauder found loitering in
his rear yard at Tenth and Clark
streets. He is the son of Mr. Wm.
B. Walters, the real estate dealer, and
had been out to a picnic in the coun-
ty. This kept him out until early in
the morning, when he got back to the
city and drove home. As he drove
his horse and buggy.into the yard he
noticed one man standing out on the
sidewalk and another a short dist
ance away, but did not pay any at
tention to them. Putting his horse
up Mr. Walters proceeded on up-
stairs, undressed and had just pre-
pared to go to bed when he glanced
out of the rear window and saw one
of the men sfanding in the back yard.
The young man picked up his shot-
gun and cracked down on the intru-
der, who actually fell over a high
board fence in his rush to get out' of
the way of danger. Walters did not
try to kill him, but shot low so as to
pepper his legs and feet. 'Fie thinks
he "burnt" the marauder enough to
teach him a lesson.
Other Night Visitors.
Yesterday morning Driver Wm.
Atnold, of the express wagon, found
that thieves had entered his home on
Sixth' near Broad street the night be-
fore, and stealing $1 and pocketknife
from his pants, left the garment out
in the yard.
Thieves reached in through the
open vtindow of Carpenter FA Banky,
of near Sixth and Broad, and getting
his pants took $4 and his pocketknife.
The money belonged to the Carpen
ters' union.
It seems to have been the same
gang operating in that vicinity, as
tiny entered the home of Mr. B. F.
Sears. of Tyler, got his trousers, car-
ried them into the yard and there re-
lieved same of the money and pocket
knife, leaving the pantaloons in the
yard. Going on further out near Gip
Husbands' place they entered the
kitchen of Dairyman Black and ate
everything in sight.
WILL PAY THE STATE Stoaoo.
•
Hartford Fire Insuranoe Company
Violates Anti-Trust Law.
Memphis, Tenn., July 21.—Dispatch
es from Little Rock, Ark., state that
the Hartford Fire Insurance company
will pay the state $10,400 penalties
for operation in violation in violation
of the anti-trust law just declared
constitutional by the state supreme
court. Under the maximum penalty
the company would have forfeited
about $socs000, but an agreement had
been made to confess judgment at
'$200 a day from May 23 to the time
i the opinion of the court was handeddown.
Attorney Genera/ Rogers, f Arkan
sas, announced yesterday that he will
prosecute, under the new law, "every
thing that looks like a tru-t" in the
state.
(Chicago Tribune)
Once there was a man who com-
plained that unworthy men were too
frequently elected to office.
"Do you attend the primaries?"
asked his hearers.
"I do not," 'he said.
"Then you have no right to kick,"
they told him. "It's the duty of ev-
ery good cititen to attend the pri-
maries and see that the best men are
chosen as candidates."
Whereupon he began attending the
primaries.
He worked faithfully for the nom-
ination of sober, honest and indus-
trious candidates.
But it did no good.
The other fellows turned out in
greater numbers and outvoted him,
and bad, men were nominated and
elected to office, as before.
'He felt' that he had a right to kick
this time, and he complained again.
"Do you attend the primaries?" his
hearers asked of him.
"I do"
"Then you ought to keep your
mouth shut," they said. "You are a
part of the crowd that nominates
these had men, and you are responsi-
b1 for them"
' ral: Do you get off 'here or
waft till the car stops?
According to announcement at the
navy departinent the battleship Ore-
gon has won the trophy for the high-
est scores made by vessels of the
battle/hip class at the last annual
target practice. The same vessel
won the trophy a year ago. The
Wisconsin stood second this year.
Hays was care ess about his own in-
terests, and as /a result derived almost
nothing from his songs. "Mollie
Darling" alo sold 2 noo copies,
and from thi Col. Ha s would have
received $7t 1dno commi lions. Instead
he sold it ntright for 25, ant gave
the movie to a worna to bury her
child. 319
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Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE
Office and Residence
4. Columbia
Phone
THROAT
3 mad
AND
Rooms
building.
mai Red.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 113 at the office, both
phones aao at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. m.; t to 3 p. to.: 7 to 9 p. m.
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
Niagara Falls-July 26th, and train
104 of July 27th, round trip $17.05,
good returning for 12 days. Tickets',
will only be accepted on morning
train No. 16 from limisville July
27th via B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in con-
rection with Erie R. R, leaving Cin-
cinnati smdate
NiagOra• ‘allo-August 4th, and
ttain No. tog of August 9th, round
trip $17.o5, good returmng for 12
days. Tickets will be accepted from
Louisville only on morning train No.
t6, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. H. & D. R R. from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
ra ilroads
Atlantic City-All trains of August
3rd, round trip $21.55 in connection
with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
and good on all train- of that line,
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and/
returning until August lath.
Atlantic City-All train* of August
loth, round trip 321.55 in connection
with B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Louis
ville and on all trains leaving that
place August loth, good returning for
12 days.
Ohatauqua Lake, N. Y.-July 28th,
round trip $to.60, good. returning un-
til August 29th.
For further particulars apply,
G. C. WARFIELD, T. A., Depot.
J. T. Donovan, Agit. Paducah, Ky
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
WILL S. HAYS' BIRTHDAY.
Louisville, Ky, July 21.--COL Will
S. Hays, one of the most famous song
writers the South has ever known,
celebrated his 68th birthday Wednes-
day. Col. Hays is in good health and
still attends to h's duties as river ed-
nor of the Courier-Journal. Although
he made fortunes for publishers, Col.
RUBBER
1 BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith,
lug Call on
J. V. GRIEF, Mgr
-When hi Want of-
TIRES REPAIRING
Kentucky ave.—Tel. 956-fed
 4
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
it to
-John I. 131eich, leweler.
224 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
Abram L. Weil cSr Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Elock.
Office Phone 369, Residence Phone 726
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones II
P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
++++44-1-4-4-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-o++-4-11-Holoi-4 +++4441++++++++4-4*-1-4-H-1-
J H.; COULSON,
PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5, Broadway.
".•••=111MMINIIMMINIMIlt
L. S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prey. Wm Hughes, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co.
At Close of Business, June 30, 19os.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts 
 li203,070
Cash and exchange  
 33.182
Furniture and Fixtures  700
Bonds i,000
LIABILITIES.
Ti
84
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oo
oo
$237.953 59
Capital 
Deposits 
Rediscounts 
Tax account 
Surplus 
Undivided peones
•
100,000 00
115,6:9 23
12400. 00
1,000 OS
11,000 oo
  3436
g337.953 59
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-fth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplum $155,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year as to size. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
managements for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at reasonable ratc3
Price Bros. ec CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
Imo
Do you care for your irtih? A
clean mouth and good ttrth are nec-
essary to health. Paducah Dental
Parlors exemise yout teeth free.
H. B KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDSR.
Repair work and fencing a special!.
Phone 1473.
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To Overhaul
Chattanooga
MEN PULtED HER OUT ON
THE MARINE WAYS
YESTERDAY.
--- -
Captain Williams Will Never Sign
Caulkers' New Agreement, Ac-
cepted Only by Docks.
Yesterday morning Superintendent
Mike Williams, of the marine ways,
had his men to pull out the steamer
'Chattanooga, which will be thorough
ly overhauled and repaired in order
that she may enter the passenger and
freight trade wherever she is placed.
It is believed the owners will have
her placed in the trade between here
and Chattanooga again and it will be
some weeks before the work is fin-
ished on her.
The Chattanooga has been moored
to the bank down below the Illinois
Central incline on the north side sof
toe 'or many months past, while it
has occupied different points in the
local harbor since rescued from her
watery grave a short distance above
here in the Tennessee river several
years ago, and aftersaays remodeled
on the ways. She was sold under fed-
eral court orders to satisfy claims
against her, and the bankruptcy ac-
tion against her is still pending in
the federal court.
Captain Williams stated yesterday
that he was working about fifteen
men at his plant, that being all need-
ed to care for the work on hand at
present He is determined never to
sign the new agreement of the ship
-caulkers, permitting them to spin
their own oakum instead of hiring
-boye to do that'.
Superintendent Young Taylor, of
the dry docks at the foot of Jefferson
street, stated yesterday that he was
working forty-five men at' his plant,
which im the only one that signed the
-rew a_greement with the caulkers
NAME NOT MAUD.
--
Man Released From Railroad Wreck
Debris by a Mule's Kick.
ncholasville, Ky., July ai.—Adolph
Wilson, who was in the railroad
wreck at Mk. Vernon, Ind., last Fri-
day. and was seriously injured, ar-
rived home yesterday. He attributes
the saving of his life to the action of
a mule. He said:
"When I came to my senses a huge
timber was lying across my back,
which I could not move. In glancing
around, looking for help, I discovered
a mule standing within a few feet of
where I was pinioned, looking at me
as if wishing to render assistance.
Soon the mule turned its heels toward
me and began to kick. The first kick
struck the timber a glancing lick; the
second hot it full, and just grazed my
ear, as you can see, and somewhat
moved the timber. The third kick
raised it sufficiently for me to slide
from under, and as I arose from the
ground and started to make my way
to a farmhouse the mule followed, ev-
idently satisfied with the good work
accfenplished."
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IDLE.
Scarcity of Borrowers Causes &Mos
ey Glut in Louisville Banks.
Louisville, Ky., July 21—The finan
cial report for today says that money
is easy The truth is that almost ev-
ery bank in Louisville has more mon-
ey than it knows what to do with.
Bankers are waiting to greet with a
welts/ming hand borrowers of the
right kind, of whom there seems to
'be a scarcity just now. In the mean-
time money keeps rolling in, until
there is scarcely room to receive it.
In one Louisville bank there are $2,-
5o0,ociei practically idle.
MOVED all TIMES IN 8 YEARS.
Mrs. Addle Jones Fails to See Bliss
in This and Seeks Divorce.
Nest Albany, Ind., July 21. —Twen-
ty-6W movings in eight years was
too much for Mrs. Addie Jones, for
merly of New Albany, who filed a
divorce suit in the Marion circuit
court in Indianapolis yesterday
against Walter, Jones. Mrs. Jones al
leges failure to provide as the cause
of action, but in her complaint she
declares that since she was married
eight years ago the family has moved
twenty-eight times.
Hair Raising!
(Washington Life.)
Husband—I feel in the mood for
reading something sensational and
startling—sometnihg that will fairly
-make my hair stand on end.
Wife—Well, here are my last dress
maker's bills.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera
120 North Fifth. -Both Phones to.
Residence MT Clay. Old oboes rig,
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
Staist.
Telephone
Conference
MAYOR YEISIER WILL HAVE
CONFERENCE WITH THE
SOLICITOR
Will Arrive at What Step to Take
Against the Cumberland Tele-
phone Company.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday stated that
as yet he had not arranged for the
conference with City Solicitor Ed
ward Puryear regarding what step
they intended to take against the
Cumberland Telephone company to
compel that corporation to take a
franchise trum this city, empowering
them to legally conduct their business
here.
When asked what mode of proced
ure he advocated the mayor said he
could not tell because -the solicitor
would know best what legal step to
take that would redound most to the
interest of the municipality. He and
Mr. Puryear will talk the matter
over, look up authorities and then
sshatever they believe should be first
performed they will act accordingly.
The aldermen and councilmen have
all expre-sed themselves, both as in-
uividuals and also as a collective body
of authorities, and arc determined to
make the company come to terms
without further toleration, as their
instructions to the mayor and solici-
tor were to take full charge of the
Imatter and act promptly in whatever
'manner they deemed advisable, dras-
tic if necessary, but peaceable if pos-
sible.
POPULATION CENTER
Has Reversed Its Course and Ls Now
Moving Eastward.
(Leslie's Weekly.)
There is a strong probability that
the center of the country's population
which from the beginning along to
Iwo had been pushing westward, has
reversed its course. Some light on
this point will be obtaind in i fevi
weeks. Many states make a count of
inhabitants half way between the na-
tional enumerations. Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey
Florida, Michigan, Wisconsin. Min
I nesota, North and South Dakota,
Iowa. Kansas, Utah and Oregon do
this in 1903. Iowa is predicting a
practically stationary population for
itself. Only a small increase is look
ed for in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne
sota and Kansas. An average is pre-
dicted for the Dakotas, Utah and
Oregon. On the other hand, consid-
erable gains are expected in New
York. Massachusetts, New Jersey
and Rhode Island, while Florida be-
lieves it shares in the expansion
which is making the South the most
rapidly growing section in the coun-
try today.
And this would indicate a move-
ment of the population center toward
the East for the first time in the coun
try's' annals.
The South is having a prosperity
unknown in its previous history, and
it is attracting the settlers from the
North and We‘t and from Eurripe.
The national bureau of immigration
is helping to divert immigrants to the
, sind- the* relieving the con gets
tion in the great Eastern centers. In
two the population center was close
to Columbus, near the middle of In-
diana, having moved westward only
14 miles in ten years after i89o, as
compared with 48 miles in the decade
immediately previous, and 511 miles
in the ten years coming just before
that. While the movement of the pop
uiation center to the West was stead-
ily slackening, a movement to South,
w,hich brought the center two miles
nearer to Mason and Dixon's line in
the ten years ending in 19oo, was in
progress and is still under way. The
chances are that the population pivot
is now marching eastward, thus re-
versing the course of the star of em-
pire hitherto, and that it is slowly
veering at the same time to the south
ward. This change if it is really un-
der way, will have vast social and po-
litical consequences tsr the country.
BIG MORTGAGE.
Of the Projected Cairo and Tennes-
see R. R. Being Recorded.
(Mayfield Mirror, 21st.)
The Cairo & Tennessee River Rail
road company, by its board of offic-
ials, is having recorded in the office
of the county clerk in Graves county
3 mortgage of that company's pro-
posed tailroad providing for the is-
suance of bonds in the sum of $12,
sco,oco, the same being the first
flotation of five per cent. twenty year
interest gold bearing bonds from the
said company to the International
Trust company, trustees, gold bona
mortgage security, Boston, Mass.,
the bonds to date from May r, 1903,
to ?Stay r, 1925.
There are thirty closely printed
large page: of this immense mort-
gage and the recording fees will fall
somewhere between the sums of $30
rind $so and the same mortgage is
also to he recrirded in each county
through which the railroatl is to run,
and orders are extant providing that
this mortgage shall be recorded at
Baritwell in Carlisle county, and Wick
life in Ballard county.
The bonds are St.000 each and the
principal and accruing five per cent.
interest are all payable in gold.
Very IAN Ratos
Annotericad, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely krw rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway iToss
points on its lines for the followeng
special occasions:
Athens, Ga.—Summer school, J'ine
27,1::),rrat:fei, 1905-
, Tenn.--Sunwner school,
June 2o—July 08, loos.
Monteagle, Tenn.—Monte.gle 13Ible
Training scitoot, July roos
Montesgle, Tenro—Woman's °ors-
gPC118, Aug. e---t5, roos.
N ashvi Lie , Tenn.—Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt 13-1Ibileal
institute, June 14—Ang, 9, Nos.
Oxford, Miss—S=1211er itctsxg,
University of Mississippi, June u4—
AUIZ1 9, 1905•
R:achnsond, Va.--Parmiers' Natio:Jai
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school
for teachers, June t6—July 28, Kos.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Sootharn
vailwsy or agent of connecting Imee
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., I,eneing-
eon, Ky.
W. FL TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wasik,-
ingten, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. Aa,
Loeirlye, Ky.
G. S. A XII, A. G. P. A., Si.
Loafs, Mo.
Paducah
Steam Dye Work
If you want !our olothes cleane4.
aged or repaired, take them to K. C.
Reid; south Third tifIME—Thave
the nicest line of samples for tints
la the city. Suits made to order.
Louis Clerk, the South Second
street glI•ese, it sok agent kw Bat-
tle Creek sasharitme health food* of
many varieties. Wet palmist& and
Ogeseibie.
Paducah Undertaking
Compan7.
S. P. POOL, Manager
OUT NANCE, Amt.
20$ South Third Sweet.
Renclesse over sesta
Both Phones isa —Priest Banionehis
Chutes Greek Confectionary and
Frail Store has a fine Line of Fruita.
Auples. Oranges and Bananas. The
Cheapest place in Paducah. yoa
E. H. PURVEAR,
ATTORNEY-AS-LAW,
Rooms g and 6 Register Building,
t-s Brcdway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone ago.
Specialities:
Abstracting of Titles,
Inverrace, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
"NEAR. TO NATURE'S HEART."
t,riUeia Springs
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room Hotel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THa
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREk HUNTING. AND IN
PACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phan. 358
Office Hourst 8 to ro a. al., 1 60 3
p.m. and 7 to g p.
Office 2nd Floor Fraternity Building.
A. S. DA.B/sTEY.
-VENT 1'18 T—
Trtehe-rt Bs-vtling.
For perfection and purity smoke
Elk Dream Me (Agar. ,
NOTIeE..
Highest prtce paid for sesond-harte
*StoVes ar7c:
Ftirrzithre.
Buy anything and sell everything
2E8-200 Court at. Old phone -.316
Clem Frarsiolir
Moving wagon tr. connection.
—gnu, 
The Sr Sgeam t.....unclry is 1.1ghiy
ccimn.r.,defl by all So terve libel/
work done by them, .eatest, cleanest
and bear
130 to Langwtaft-s 11
2ti want anything .oade of
Ny can make It for ou. Get
Sidir.st Laths an, z.hiset ea
It
wood.
price*
No Meat Kew
To Ca C96 the freati paint to blister.
Painting done ni Li stay painted
we do elm work.
Warrtn & Son, 1s4 North Sixth.
Phone 5.4a-A.
Subscribe for the Register.
OUR
PITTSBURG
COAL
Is the cheaplet on the
market. We also have
r"-I0 the best Kentucky Coal 44--/
in Paducah. Get our pri-
ces before/placing your
44 44#47.444.44.44*
,The Mo6t Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City. •
THE BUOOY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY!' OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE,-RUBBER YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRIC.E8. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDL'Ill, BRI-
DLES AND, DI FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OV/VR OUR IhtMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.
METERS STREET: WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGIWOO.
44.44494+.44.44.44-4;
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL- ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAN REAL ESTIVric. W PSTBRN KENTUCKY FARMS. &AM
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 'WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FI2E11 TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
ILDO • q W. WEITTTILMISJIMIL. Patkarais,. die
HEATING
Hot Water - Steam
I have the facilities for instaliing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
‘144-46
ED. D. HANNAN.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has Stillman
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-free farms; also three idea.
ilitmses fdr rent.
Telapheae, old, ride.
Snbecribe For The Register,
Henry Mammen, yr, the reliihis
book manufacturer, Blank Books
Job and Edition binding. The onli
exclusive book binder Is Paducah
Library work a specialty.
Sik-lithe-4-Cad
+tora+4W-1-11W1-11115+ 111164-1W4IIIM 4-4'4,411
Excursions
St. Louis and Tienessee River Pack-
et eompecy—'the cheapest and bed
exclusion out of lieduseh.
$8.00 kir the Round
Irtp to 1 eaties9ee river
anti reforn.
It is a trip of pieseart, wanton
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. abase have each
Wednesday and Soanclay at 5 p.
For other informseion apply to Jas.
Koger, Superuneendltnt; Frank L
Brown,
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
It otneopethist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 120,
Residence, 8zg Broadway.
Phone rag.
J. W. Orr is busy every day wait-
ing on his mealy customers. Hie
trade is constantly growing and
is rightly deserving to it.
ge-ett.
The Ilseaar Store, 329 lit
making Special Sale prices
Underwear. The ladies
will do well to tatteadva
/V the head of the
Dream toe Clgar.
141.
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Saturday Mcrnin, July 22, 1905.
Gov Higgins, of New York, has
sent a mnssage to the general assem-
bly of the state, now in session, ask-
ing for improved insurance laws and
An investigation of all the life insur-
ance companies of that state. This
request is one very popular., in New
Mork and elsewhere and finds favor
Nist now because of the developments
In connection with the Equitable Life
Assuranee society's mustdle, which has
for severai months been receiving an
airing at the hands of the press and
othefs and has fair promise of a court
inn44tigation also The country at
large, because of the immense num-
ber of holders of policies in lift com-
panies, has great interest in the pro-
posed action of the New, tort( leffr
islature and courts relative to the in-
surance companies which the state
can teach.
• The big Chicago teamsters' strikethe
lopes finally ended. It went to Aces,
\swhen it started to dissolve, like a
imowflaize beneath the sun's rays.
The ..trikers in the main lost their
battle and also much time and money
as well. The strike lasted io5 days
and there were.la` round numbers 4,-
000 people engaged. It is estimated
that ftliin strike cost the several unions
connected therewith fully $350,000
sindiblis to the men of a half million
or rnorn.in wages, and the employers
fasatio.000, while the business loss
was not less than $3,000.000 and thirty
lives were loan About the Only point
settled at all by the troubles was that
flo toicia a thing as a sympathetic
stri,Vss nrill likely occur again, for the
sir* pf oved this idea is a "dead
one"
• TSe state press. ic saying much
about 'nisch] ".tOting'' and the need of
• finite strinkent law to put a stop
,
to the practice. These papers should
give nr, little- attention to the gover-
nor's pardoning power and they will
nalp make the law more effective. It
is not more thin one case out of
five wherein the convicted person is
not able to get pardoned from the
Jail sentence assessed as part of the
penalty, especially if he is able to
pay a fee to a lawyer who "stands in"
with the administration. This is the
record and though it is a reflecting
one is will be borne out by a correct
showing:
%I.
Russia's scheming is clearly behind
this: ; 4t is announced from Seoul,
Korea, that in spite of the advice of
the foreign, legation Korea has de-
Oderrral's %end two representatives to
Washington Rosso-Japanese
liconference to attempt to securelens' China will, likely do the
undnt ,the same influence,
/a13ready entered, a "terques1.1
countrt6will lose more
marry.
for brit
- Bunch Of Vagfilcast than they gain by their efforts to
"butt in" at the conference in ques-
tion i; pretty clear. The powers
themselves will not attempt anything
of this kind unless more than per-
sonal interest is at stake.
Recently Chicago had the race riot
right under if not "up her nose," and
was taught a lesson of appreciation
not previously known. Now New
York is getting as:little of the same
kind of instruction, though not on
quite as large a scale as did Chicago
Perhaps when these Northern towns
have had a little more such expe-
rience they will .conclude that criti-
cisms heretofore made by their press
of the people of the Soutb; for alleg-
ed race riots, etc,. were unreason-
ably unjust.
The evil done by the -rascals of
national agricultuail department
giving out false statements as to
statiqics of crop, as
cently expo ed, will result in good,
the department has been driven
the
in
the
re-
as
to
enforce a more secretive compiling
of the facts as to the crops. It will
be years before the gamblers hand-
ling crqps will be able to secure the
favors heretofore obtained through
tlie department OT to manipulate its
reports.
A New York lawyer who stole
$1,000 from a convict will have to go
to the penitentiary for nine years.
Those New York lawyers who have
been robbing the policy 'holders of
the Equitable Life Assurance society
go to Europe for one year, or as
long as they please. The convict
seemsi to hold the edge on the policy-
holder of the robber of the latter
Are not so culpable under the laws of
New 'York as the robber of the 'form-
e!.
When the penitentiary gates he-
gin to swing open for some of the
department rascals then the public
will have greater faith in the presi-
dentte4 "big stick," of Which the Re-
pubtiettn press seemingly loves to
prate so much. The only thing which
counts in any line is work which
shows and not "blowing."
The effort of the English ministry
to ruce tne membership of the Irish
land comtmission has resulted in its
defeat. The body may have to re-
sign unless a new vote is called for
and woni. The result of this vote is
recognized as a great victory for the
friends of Ireland and a decided de-
feat to the government.
tIt,,Salces the sinners to make the
call'nriof the saints necessary as well
as sure.
Charming Dance
OF DR. AND MRS. GILBERT EN-
JOYED BY MANY
FRIENDS.
Major George Saunders Goes Home
to Attend Family Reunion—
Social Features of Day.
PLast evening a large crowd of
friends greatly enjoyed the pleasant
dance given at the popular Wallace
park pavilion by Dr. and Mrs. Wm.
J. Gilbert. The weather being most
favorable to the out-of-door difiis-
Mon, it was delightful and caused
many to linger on the dance floor
-until early this morning.
Family Reunion.
Major George W. Saunders, the
deputy Udited States marshal, is in
the city, but goes back to Mayfeld
this morning. Later in the day he
and his relatives hold their big an-
nual family reunion tin the old home
place in the Southern portion of
Graves county.
Automobile Outing.
If it rains today the aloe/mobile
outing intended for • toitrorrose
through the surrounding counties will
be declared off, as the downpour
would make the dirt roads impassable.
Mr. Farnbaker's Daughter.
Thursday Miss Ella Mae Varnbak-
en of Cairo. and Mr. libe. Harris.
of DeSoto, Mks, were in & arid in;
to St. Lotipis to reside. The bride is
the daughter of Mr. l'ifeurice J ,Farn-
baker, former Aecretary offthe K. I. T.
league, Who was here and went home
yesterday.
Dance for Visitors.
Next frItnrsday 'eveniag at the Wal-
lace park pavtlion Dr. and Mrs. Vic-
tor Voris entertain with a dance
complimentary to Misses Berthalee
and Elsie Shelly, sisters of Mrs.
Voris, who are visiting here from
Dallas, Texas.
Annual Barbecue.
Next Wednesday the annual bar-
becue:will be given at St. John's, in
the coisnty Music for the occasion
will, be furnished by Prof. Deal's
Miss Olive Council is here from
Mayfield for a vi5it.
LOCKED UP BY OFFICER ALEX
ANDER FOR HANGING
AROUND DEPOT. •
Robert Hale, Colored, Arrested on
the Charge of Breaking Into
Francis Long's Rouse.
Officer Alexander last evening ar-
rested and locked up John Jones,
Herman Love, Ai-a lAiirrieldorf and
Harold White, all negroes, who were
found loitering around the Illineis
Central depot. They came from dif
ferent parts of the country and were
charged with vagrancy.
Feznale Arreated.
Emma Wallace, colored, of 6o9
North Twelfth streetl was arrested
yesterday by Officers i•Churchhill and
Rogers on the charge of cursing
Rosa Williams, and also threatened
to "chop h—l" out of the other with
an ax she was holding in her hand.
Alleged Housebreaker.
Robert Hale, colored, was arre-ted
yesterday by Detectives Moore and
Faker on the charge of breaking into
the house of Francis Long and .steal-
ing $t8.6o.
No Police Court.
Judge Sanders did not have any po-
lice court session yesterday morning
because the authorities had not made
an arrest since the court of Thurs-
day morning.
Detective /rack.
Dete,:tive T. J. Moore returned last
evening from a trip to Cairo on priv-
ate business.
Nothing Yet Heard.
Detectives Moore and Baker have
heard nothing further from the gov-
ernor of Tennessee regarding the par-
don they are asking him for Join
Williams, the negro serving out the
unusually severe penalty at Union
City, Tenn.. for carrying concealed
weapons 'The negro was captured
here and taken back there and got
something like six months for toting
a gun that he had just slipped into
his pocket while moving from one
city to another.
FOLK IS STILL
AFTER THE HORSEMEN
Detectives Are Procuring Evidence
Against Them at Delmar.
St Louis, Mo., July 21.—Govirnor
Folk has planned a coup to gr clke,
Delmar race track out of busineei.
Detectives Killian and Cabanne, of
Chief Desmond's staff, are the in-
struments through whom he is wOrk-
ing to establish the basis for • his
stroke against she
Every day these two men visit the
Delmar track and remain there
throughout the racing hours. They
make daily reports that reach Gover-
nor Folk in Jefferson City every eve:
ning. The detectives bie Veiping aft
exhaustive record of every transac
tion witnessed at the track. Most of
their time is spent in the betting ring.
There they hay mad mnroranda of
betting transactions to which they
were eye witnesses, including the
time, the race, the horses on which
the bets are placed, the bookmakers
taking the bets, the system employed
in registering the bets, the name. of
the betters. They form the evidence
of witnesses competent to testify in a
law cours.
The governor's final move against
the bookmakers is expected to bring
conclusive results in one round. it
has beets suggested that its first phase
might be a surprisingly new method
of ittack. The eastern sweep of Del-
mar race track is within the corporate
limits of the city of St. Louis. Just
the moment the horses/ and jockeys
in a race come into this section of the
track they are within the jurisdiction;
oi the city of tt. Louis. Therefore it.
has been suggested that Governor
Folk piaci a detail of police at the
point where the track enters the city
to arrest the jcickeys.
The jockeys would be taken at once,
to the St. Louis city jail. The horses,
would be impounded.
ATTEMPT FUST RATED.
Murderers in Smithland jail Again
Tried to Get Out „
-..--si
From Smithland 00111f word- hat
anther attempt was,..made by 'he
Airthree. allege urdersins, Wells,
a,. and ne tjle itte ea e y
jail, bite Belle , 11 put' tier
next and he frustrated the plan and
kunst that the prisoners had gotten
hold of itorrie gravp1,,pitics an
these \vete prizingOff the i??'aSI
holding the iron bars. They would
have gotten out in a few hours if left
snine,
The Watson girl is the one jailed
here for carrying concealed weapons
three weeks ago, but was turned freer
to the Smithland authorities and car-
ried back there to answer the charge
of complicity in a house burning case.I.
According to Specifications.'
(Washington Life.)
Ycningwed—I want accomittods-
1 fists for f117 wife. 'Hotel Clerk—Suite? e4
Youngwed.—You bet your life she
is.
1
onderful Bargains
ARE to be found at GE,, ROCK'S, the, oldest
and one of the most' reliable shoe merchants
in Paducah. Everything in my large and well
selected stock is being sold at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.
Call early and get the best selections.
+.1i; C r27 Tr:t Z-Z•lr..r..1/12ininizerznninnr-n=1S
321 Broadway,
GEO. ROCK.
• Paducah, Ky.
Not Move Of Roadl Man Drowned
GENERAL AGENT DONOVAN
SAYS I. C. BRIDGE COMES
DOWN.
Mr. Harahan Promised Steamboat-
men to Tear Structure Down
And Will Keep His Word.
General Agent, John T. Donovan,
of the Illinois Central railroad, yes-
terday stated that the publication in
the afternoon Sun, urging that the'
old Tennessee river bridge be sold to
the state for use as a wagon and foot
bridge, did -not emanate from the rail-
roat authorities, as they are hound
to ove the massive and condemned
structure, and bids are now being re-
ceived in °twig° from parties es-
timating what they will tear down
the bridge for.
Continuing Mr. Donovan stated
that long before the new bridge was
put up Mr. Harahan had a conference
with Major Ashcraft, Captain James
Koger, Capt. Joe Fowler and other
steatoboattnen, and told them that
the company was preparing to put up
a new structure, and as the river peo-
ple had lodged complaints regarding
the old structure, that he wanted
them to study the situation over and
make whatever suggestions they des
sired regarding the new one, in or-
der that it could be erected as far .as
possible to conform to the steairtbrilt-
mens' ideas and he of as litt!e danger
as possible to navigation. During
this conferenalMr. Harahan prom-
ised to move the old bridge when the
nta• one , was coMpleted, and after
that several propositions . were
made by outsiders that the abandon-
ed one be sold the state for a wagon
bridge, but Mr. Harahan informed
the people that he could not do this
as he had promised the rivermen to
tear it down, therefore this would
have to be done, that is unless the
rivermen and Mate officials could
reach some decision regarding let-
ting the structure remain.
Mr. Donovan stated that the peti-
tion of the rivermen to Major New-
comer, of the 'federal marine ser-
vice, for removal of the bridge was
useless, as the steamhoatmen need
not bother thembelves, because the
condemnd structure will surey come
down just as soon as the road lets
the contract for its removal.
DUNNITE PROVES
SUCCESS ON FIELD.
Dernoliihes Stone Block-house and
Riddles "Dummies" Miles Off.
Joncton City, Kan., July 21.—Maji
Erverly W Dunn 'ordinance depart-
ment, stationed at the arsenal,on Gov
HODGE WHITNEY DROWNED
AT CLARK'S RIVER YES-
TERDAY.
Had Jumped Into River to Save Es-
caping Skiff and Was Overcome
With Cramps
Yesterday afternoon shortly after
o'clock Mr. Hodge Whitney, of the
Paducah Transfer company's sand
digging outfit, was drowned up
Clark's river where the barges ansidS
pumps were getting up gravel for use
here. At yet the body of the unfort-
unate man has not been recovered
from its watery grave, although part
ies were there searching until lste
last night.
Mr. Hodge was thirty years of age
and had been employed by the trans
fer company for Rt4te 'a while. lie
was foreman of the crew that opent-,.
ed the sand and gravel digging out-
fit that had been tip to Clark's river
after gravel. While they ' %vete at
work the skiff tied to the tide of the
boat broke away in some manner and
commenced to float off .down the
stream. Hodge shut down the ma-
chinery he was supervising, stripped
himielf of his clothing and plunged
into the river to swim and capture
the loose skiff, lie had gotten to
within about nen feet of . it when kis
commenced n, scream for help, hav-
ing probably been overcome with
cramps. His brother and a colored
man heard him and getting into a
crude make of craft started over to-
wards Whitney and had ,gotten to
within fifteen feet of him when he
sank. They searched around for the
body but could not find it and the
brother then went over to the Clark's
river ferry teridsr's house and tele
phoned Superintendent Daniel Fitz-
patrick, of the transfer company here
of the accident. The latter imme
diately got the steamer Mary N and
went up to where the digger was at
work. The search .as c-ontinued hut
nothing being accompinhed towards
locating the bo4y the Mary N
brought the digging outfit and crew
hack, including Whitney's brother
Riaching here the latter procured a
gasoline boat,' and accompanied with
a party of friendosretur9ed to the
place where the unTortunate young
man was drowned and prosecuted the
search late into last night. but with
no success.
Mr. Whitney is survived by his par-
ents who reside se 8t3 South Sixth
street, where he made his home. His
two sisters live here, they being files-
dames A. C. Mitchell and W. Mitchell
His brother is Mr. Herbert Whitney.
The search for the body will be
continued today.
ernor's Island, New York, is at Fort Bad Feature of Speed.
Riley this week witching the experi-
nients with the new explosive Dun-' (From Engineering News)
nite, of which he is the inventor. The There is still anther aspect of tits
$nventh Battery,,,fiela artillery, is.rnak high-speed train that deserves a word
ing the experiments. It uses the new :of notice here, and that is the effect
rapid-fire guns in "firing. ,/ . lof exert:101e The New York Central
Early in OW week a large stone and Penntlyvania set the pace, and
'house was built on Morris Hill on a good many other,railway companies
the reservatioe and this was used as a 1,ane likely to atteitcpt to follow it to
target by the battery. By iSr is Of Alt eXterri of speisling up their crack
the Dunnite shells the tortteryisilts a trains'to a fantersOtedule. We have
distance of nearly two miles, dismal- i no commendation for this latest time
ished the block house and riddled the reduction on these trunk tine road',
infantry siltrouette,s that were,' * but they are better' equipped totrun
trrene.has and at the side* 'of "trains' Akin at siitgity inflei • an
the fortification. hour than some other roads at fifty
Three caiesons which contained miles an hour.
ammunition were placed in the ravine 4 TWe 'great defect of American rail:.
northsof, !tont Riley. One of the caiss :goading today is not low sPeeds. It
sons contained Dunnite shells and the is too frequent accidents. Most
other two contained regulation field American railway trains are run at
battery ammunitibn. At a distance quite as high speed as the existing
of accod yards the battery shot into track, tolling snick and signal tyro
these caissons. Each was struck by ,terms justify, 14 money is to be spent
shells, but the one that contaidect for improved service, let it be in mak-
Dunnite wait the only one that ex- ing travel safer. S 
the traveling pith-
o-far as increased
ploded. The speed is concern4d. explosion was terrifit
and the caisson was blown to splits- Ai( as a whole will gain -t141d1 more
tern After the Dunnite shells explode
icersfmen ,w of the shells cartfr,
by greater promptnecc • -.(1 '" -tilarity
of train trinvernent aid adher-
ence. to time tables till. • it in kite'
spectacular feats of fast running y
—Subscribe for the Register. special trains.
The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those 'made elsewhere we
are prepared to tarnish all
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
short notice.
RUBBER STAMPS.
PAID STAMPS.
LINEN MARKERS,
BRASS STENCILS,
DATER,
INK PAQS.
In fact, anything in Rubber Stamp
accessories delivered in an hour's
notice.
PADUCAH STAMP
eS, STENCIL COMPANY
403% BROADWAY.
Old Phone 36.
-
Above Everything Else
JULY .6TH, THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY
WILL GIVE A PRIZE OF St TO
ANY BOY OR GIRL UNDER ig,
FILLLING IN THE BLANKS IX
WIZ FOLLOWING WORDS:
PADUCAH TOILET SUPPLY,
COMPANY LAUNDRESS
Sheets b—, 25 cents per dozen.
Towels, i—, to cents per dozen.
Pillow slip., p—, 15 Cents Per
dosen.
Napkins •---, to cents per dosia.
Man answers to company at mg
Vonroe street.
GREEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
-King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to Tog South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
Dr. J. T. Gil BERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. 400% Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated. en..a
CHARGED wvni CONSPIRACY.
.Author of Ugly Allegations Against
Interstiffisnal *Harvester Corn-
pay Arrested.
Chicautoj Jut46--Rodney B. Swift
whit -recetiirsi m * SThsational alle-
gations against the International
Harvester company, in connection
with suits comnsenced by him against
that corporntioni,''weas arrested tonight
on an itW6dAsent 'band against I in
by the grand 00 of Marion ci.u.ity,
Indiana, which 'Oftarges him nith con-
spiracy.
The arrest is . the 0112C, •,,‘ of
'SWitht'iw tOtigratirni;sdith the liar. 'ter
company.
It is claimed by the company that_
Swift Insughs in Indiatiapolis-secartsitt 1
pitekt Nit the Ion1psn,t *71t41.141,"
bOo, atid-tlinif he then reportedtnat it
could be purchased. for $75,000. This
sum was OrticLan*is is alleged hylthe )
company that 9svift and betlri M1/4_1
ized the Sysnoo difference.
It ja, in #-onnectiou with this trans
otiro that the indictment alleging
Cotistpiricf•vra 5 found
giltStead the V einphis , olnmereial-
Appeal fOr',1C.'1 tra. 1 Southern
league basebs.11 n 
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No Game Here theareak num mber of games and the ete*loner. jumps will pat big holes in the Officer Clark
gate receipts. The outlook for a
OCAL BALL FANS WERE
SOMEWHAT DISAPPOINT-
El) YESTERDAY.
---
Double 'Header at Vincennes Re-
sulted in Even Break—The
Games Today.
How They Stand.
W.
ADUCAH   
 55
leeennes 
 46
rinceton 
 38
air() 34
Yesterday's Results. •
Paducah-Cairo, no game, rain.
Vincennes 3, Princeton o; first
tone.
Vincennes 1, Princeton 4; Second
arrIt.
Today's Schedule.
Paducah at Vincenne-.
Cairo at Princeton
No Game Yesterday.
The local fans were greatly disap-
*wed yesterday. The rain cut out
the final gam of the series between
Cairo and Paducah. Last night the
two clubs left the city, the Paducah-
ans to go to Vincennes and the Cai-
ites to Princeton, where games
ake place today.
- -
Double Header at Vincennes. .
Vincennes, Ind., July 21.—The lo-
als sad the Princetons played a
ouble-beader today to, work off the
sues postponed from yesterday be-
au se of rain. Each club won a
ame. The playing was fair in each
ntest and the honors reasonably
vest.
First game: r ii e
ncenras 
=don 
te10--Bonno
6
club, to break even on the year *
doubtful .in the extreme. The clubs
wiff:'of course start a new season
and begin a new race. Paducah has
won.a second pennant which she will
not get and the chance for another
vix-club K. I. T. league is poor in-
deed.—Henderson Gleaner.
ti IFor knocking a home run over the
L. Pct. center field fence the other day
23 ,705 which won the game for Hopkins-
33 .582 ville, left fielder Brady received the
42 .475 following 'from the fans: Cash con-
44 436 tribOtions amounting to $11.25 and
was carried off the grounds on the
s'heulders of two fans. . By putting
the ball over the center field fence
he ill entitled to a pair of $5 shoes
offered by Sam Frankel. Nothing
was too good for him and as a re-
sult of his timely lick he was given
several articles of clothing for his
baby boy, had a horse and buggy for
the everting free of charge and num-
bers of other gifts. There was never
4 
. such a scene of baseball enthusiasIn
witnessed on the local grounds. Ma-
ture and dignified business men, as
well as ladies of the highest 'social
circles, were all carried away by the
spirit of the moment and made every
demonstration possible to shpw their
appreciation of the wonderful drive.
The hit was by far the longest ever
'
' made on the local grounds and was 
the second time the feat had been ac-
complished. On July 4 of the first
season of the league, Engle of Clarks-
ville barely cleared the fence with a
ball. This, however, was before the
i three feet of extra height led beer
th' added to e fence Fiz , ig scores
Hoptown 6. Henderson 4. e) sops-
der Hopkinsville objects tirOkkilhg
thrown out of the ieague.)--Cairo
'Citizen.
3 o I
o 3 1
and Mattison;
s and Downing.
ond gnaw: r he
nnes 
 
2 7 o
etoa 
 4 9 0
tteries—Carneg Becker and
ing; 'Bonno and Mattison
BASEBALL NOTES.
e new league starts from the
und again and the old per centage
wet not count Paducah and Vin-
ties are 1 they 000 again as origi-
started out.—Princeton Demo-
And rhc Democrat has its per-
column according. Again
"wise gazebo" IS wrong. The
nt bas never been awarded to
sh. A meeting has been called
e:o tifkinday at Vincennes, when
y the pennant will go to Pa-
The Democrat ought to wake
and get into the game. Change
perventage like it should be.
. ,_ . „.....a.-..
Evansville Courier says that
of the Henderson outfit way
an Evansville uniform, he hay-
been solicited to join Evansville.
says he is considering it.
ancock, of the Hopkinsville out-
is dying hard, as he has a right
• ie. It looks ac if the Hoppers
given a rough deal at Hender-
, engineered by Farnbaker.—Hen-
on Gleaner.
"Reeht Whitley is suffering wipi
e eyes and may be compeffeef fa,
ve the game for awhile. "Reub's"
ment is probably the cause of him
so wild in the last few games
die. twieird.—Vincennes Capital.
Base Ball
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, July _
r Chattanooga Giants vs. Paducah
Colored Nationals at Wallace League
park. Admission: Grandstand, la-
dies asc, gentlemen 35c, bleachers,
or; boxes, ecic Game called at -3:30.
exidevire formerly ,with Vincennes
*led a winner for Milwaukee Sun-
y and also secured a three bagger
giagle out of four times at the
tie fainter We* *fen sae Ms
won fron/Xisvitle 145 to s.
IK Iletaukee ten Suns in the
itteing he dii*.inot• hive to litert
es!, yet at that he allowed layt
t hits.
• ,J••A ;
e chances cif a' fonr club 'Kitt)*
living is ueriously doubtful:
of the mina 'MI' -ettote tegethee
e north and twp am neighbors
south. Vinctunes is nearly
cevene.es from ceirci. The towns
sill necessarily havc,to,,igiagol„,for
•-r-Ichlimore baseball thou they did
WISCONSIN BANQUET
TO MR. BRYAN.
W. F. Vilas Will Attend Democratic
Feast at Madison.
Modison, Wis., July 21.—W. J.
Bryan may make announcement of his
aspirations for a., tbird nomination as
Democratic candidate for president
at a banquet to be given him by the
Democracy of Wisconsin the evening
of July 28 in this city, following a
.ketuee lo the Monona-Lake aasenk-
bly in the afternoon. Nearly tow
leading- Democrats of ihe state have
almady accepted invitations.
Colonel George W. Bird will pre-
side, and among those who will be
present are Vs'illicm F. Vitas, mein-
tier of former President Cleveland's
cabinet and a leader of the gold Dem-
ocrats, snd Edward C. Wall, who was
boomed by the Wisconsin Democra-
cy for President at the last national
convention.
Others who have accepted, invita-
tions are: Congressman Weisee, of
Sheboygan; P. J. Volute Janesville;
J. W. Moore Watertirwn,; ex-Con-
gressman A. R. Bushnell, Lancaster:
Mayor S. D. Rose, Milwaukee; J. C.
Karel, Milwaukee; t. 'R. Bowler,
Sheboygan; W. F. Wolf, La Ctosse;
R.• B. Park. Stevens Point; P. H. Mar-
tin, Green Bay: H. H. Mstesien, Wau-
sau; G W. McCall, Chippewa' Falls;
Judge Diik, Dodge county; J. E.
tones, Portage, and J. M. Becker,
Monroe..
DEATH FOR BEATING
A GIRL TO DEATH
Georgetown, Tex., John T. Young,
alias Jack Wade, was found guilty
today of murder in the first iiegree,
sled his punishment fixed at death on
1bk• gallows.
Young was charged with beating
to death Alma Reese, 15 years old,
with a blacksnake whip, a hoe handle
and a rope, tying her feet and brads,
together while he thustorturedeher.'
efosAi the. two claim were dropped Mr. Victor
Denies• Charge
ACTED ONLY AS FRIEND OF
HOWARD IN HAWKINS
CASE.
Howard and Father Sign Statements
Exonerating the Patrolman of
Any Wrong-Doing.
Officer J. W. Clark, of the police
force, states that the publication re-
gardirretrim in the News-Democrat
of Thursday and Friday is erroneous,
wherein it claims that he tried to get
L M. Howard to change his testi-
mbny in behalf of Robert Lee Haw-
kins, who was arrested at the in-
stance of Howard on the ground that
the accused got Howard to give him
$4.50 by promising to get Howard a
job at the railroad shops. Officer
Clark says that after Hawkins was
arrested, but before trial was given
him, that he, the -policeman, was
standig at Fifth and Jackson streets
and some fellow who seemed to be
friendly to Hawkins, remarked, so
Clark could overhear it, that four
men intended testifying in behalf of
Hawkins, directly -to the reverse of
what Howard could testify. Officer
Clark continues that he informed
Howard of this and urged-on him the
necessiti of having present at the
trial the witness who saw the money
transaction between Howard and
Hawkins so there would be no danger
of Hawkins' friends out-swearing
Howard, and thereby making out a
false swearing charge against the
latter. To substantiate his state-
ments, Officer Clark yesterday got L.
M. Howard arid his father to sign the
below statements:
"It, appearing, in yesterday's News-
Democrat a statement calculated to
be of some injury to Officer J. W.
Clark if not corrected so I think
it becomes my duty to make a state-
ment. to correct the error that is
cast upon Officer Clark. I have known
Mr.-Clark for several-years and- lartrer
say that he is a gentlemals in every
respect and I do not believe that Of-
ficer Clark would do or say anything
to be of any damage to' my son. I
must say in the conversation that I
had with Mr. Clark about Hawkins
and my boy that Mr. Clark told me
that this man Hawkins was a crook
and a thief. He al‘o told me about
hearing a man saying that there
would be four men that would swear
in opposition to what my son would
swear. However, this conversation
between Officer Clark and myself
was after' Hawkins was sent to the
county jail. He also told me that he
did not know the party that made
use of this language, but knew most
that it was a pal of Hawkins from
OW -run. of his eonversitiOn. MT.
Clark also told me that he did on the
next morning phone to my son about
hearing the above conversation, and
told my son to be sure and get the
witness that saw the transaction be-
tween he and Hawkins. He aisillthld
my son over the phone that Hawkins
was a noted thief, liar and a crook. 
,
"JAS. M. HOWARD."
"I, I.... M Howard do certify that
this is the conversation that I had.
with Officer Clark over the phone,
and T do not believe he did this by
any means to injure me, but did it
for my good. L. M. HOWARD."
MORE INDUSTRIES.
Commercial Club Continues to Work
Hard in Building Uo Town.
The Commercial club officials state
that they have about closed a contract,
for the location here of a Chicago
factory that wants to move to Padu-
cah, and they expect to complete
the negotiations today and have the
industry here in two months. The
name^ of the concern and character of
business is not given oats until evetry-
thing is settled. The club is also af-
ter a pottery of Ohio, and spoke and
handle factory of St. Louis, with fair
prospects of locating them
at is said that the wife of Sayaji
R0o, the Rajah of Baroda, owns the
mst famous diamond necklace in
the world, said to be'svorth $tz,ocxe-
oats and has a carpet four square
Wells, the lumber man. lyards in surface in which gem;
The people will tire of returned from
are
the South ye4 erdale interwoven worth $4,000,000.
KOMURA Methodist College
ARRIVES
(Mntinued from First Page.)
s
upon 'personally donating the prizes.
Barri Komura's party carries
eightyi pieces of luggage, and about
sixty of these are filled with docu-
ments needed at the conference and
presents which the party will make
while in America.
Witte Reaches Paris.
July 21.-'M. Witte arrived
here at 4 o'clock this afternoon and
was etceived soon after by President
Loubel. The interview of the Asso-
ciated. Press otl Mk:delay with M.
Witte was one of the chief subjects
of discussion among officials and
diplorr etisn and ha die newspapers.
The ps says: • is no 'bluff'
that M Witte so felly develops in
his desiarations to the Associated
Press., The Japanese should take
good account of M. Witte's state of
mind. Russia despite her loss, is
MR. HARRY RHODES RETURN-
ED YESTERDAY FROM
LOUISVILLE.
Conferred With • Educational Board
There and Believes Paducah
Can Get College.
MT.. Harty C. Rhodes, the ftuniture
returned yesterday from Louis-
vrile. where he stopped over while en
t!! h Northernf
iture markets. While ?ft a:2 I ails
eeleisielteeher4-Se-021-1-4-1.4-1
f. Quick
; Headache Ctil't
41.6
01111
4.•
.11e.
• e ome from e   urn- 
I
.-
•
City he pact vith the board of educa-
tion for the 'Methodist churches of'
this State, and conferred with them
regarding Paducah being selected as
the town for establishment therein of
the Methodist college that 'denomina-
tion is contemplating erecting out of
the endowmept fund amassed for ed-
ucational purpe.see.
The body in charge of the matter
speak most favorably of this city, but
this will not be decided until soine
time in September, when the question
will .be fully concluded upon And the
far from being crushed. It would city designated. Mr. Rhodes is chair
man of the industrial committee fromtherefore he absurd for Japan to at-
the Commercial club of this city andtempt to impose extreme conditions,
believes that with proper induce-
ments the Methodists could ,be gotten
to locate their institution here. •
It would be one of the greatest
things Paducah ever catpured and the Thepropitious occasion having arisen, the
i_business men and progressive our prescriptions remains
zens will immediately take up the the price is forgotten.
matter and do everything possible to
secure the educational church feature
for this city.
and if ,exigencies force
hurnihititing terms then
the pace negotiations
ably compromised."
her
the
is
to demand
success of
irredeem-
CONSUMPTION IS HELD
TO BE CURABLE.
Dr. Herbert L. Russell Tells How
The Plague May be Conquered.
Chicago, July 21.—Tuberculosis is
not an incurable disease, but one for
which the patient. himself is the best
doctor, according to Professor Her-
bert L. Russell, of the University of
Wiscopsin. In a lecture before sum-
mer students at the University of
Chicago yesterday afternoon the Wis-
consin scientist declared that the
common belief that a persons re-
ceive-Olis death sentence when he is
discovered_ ,to have. Auhexculoais is
not true.
"Rest, pure food and open air are
the cures for consumption and will
do more than all the medicine in the
world," said Dr. Russell. "The rav-
age* of this dread disease are being
stoppecl at the sanitariums by having
the patients adopt the outdoor life,
eit p e food and take absolute rest.
At tb Adirondack sanitarium the
diseas is checked in nearly half of
t4e patients while in its first stages
aid simply by following the rest,
pure 
! 
fir and pure air treatment. 
" Ace  , Massachusett, sanitarium
patients are discharged at the end of
six manths if their attacks have not
gone *eyond the first stages Tuber-
culosit is not on the increase, but
lise &awes By.flecicisigg I an
that the per cent, of deaths per unit
of population is growing smaller de-
spite the fact that the total number
of deaths from tuberculosis may be
greater than in former years.
it'Since ififia, the bacilli of tubercu-
losis was discovered and people first
learned that consumption is a dis-
ease that'can'he transmitted, the per
cent, of deaths from the disease has
been on the decrease.
"In t85o there were nearly 5,000
deaths from tuberculosis in Massa-
chuset s, while this number has ide-
crease to less than 2,000 in 1902.
in e city of New York the disease
is on the decrease because people
are fighting it with proper hygienic
conditions. Tuberculosis is a disease
of adctlescence. It falls on people in
the most productive years of their
lives. Of all the people who die be-
tween the years of 20 and 25 nearly
one-half die from the great white
plague.
Tuberculosis is not a disease to be
inherited. A child may inherit a pre-
disposition toward the disease from
hie parents, but never the diseaw.
"Today the best advice that can
be given by the medical world to the
suffere from tuberculosis is to live
in the open air, give all of the ener-
gy of ,the body to fighting the dis-
ease aiot eat only pure foods"
Pridce Ferdinand, of Bulgaria,
sisce his accession to the throne of
that orincipality. in 1887., has spent
nearly' quarter of his time abroad,
and ierehnSequehtly known a; "The
Ttave
*lt 1
When your head is throbbing
and well-nigh splitting with pi
terrible headache take Ianry's
Heade:be Powders and your
headache will speedil v aisle
This headed* remedy is per 3:
fectly safe. There is nothing
in it which could possibly harm
any person.
i. 0. Oehlschlaerr
9rUggiSt
S!xth and Broadway
TELEPHONE 63.
HOLD ELECTION OFFICIALS.
Five Arrested in Philadelphia Charg-
ed With Ballot Box Suffing.
Philadelphia, Pa., July 2I—Thos.
H. Harman, a city employe and re-
publican leader of the twelfth divis-
ion of the Fourteenth ward, was held
in $2,000 bail; Otto T. Kurh, judge
of election; Charles Judge,. inspector;
Benjamin Williams, clerk of the same
division, were each held in $1,500,
and E. M. Gunkel, also a clerk, was
held in $50o bail, on the charge of
ballot box stuffing and conspiracy.
The men were given a hearing be-
fore .a magistrate and evidence was
produced showing that out of a total
of 374 votes in the division. 201 were
fraudulent.
The arrest of the election 'officers
was brought:abgut by the city party,
a reform organieatibn. A watcher for
this party testified that within half
an 'hour after the polls had opened
and before twenty persons had voted
he had zeen one of the defendants
take a stick and push a large bunch
of ballots into the box.
,AlleftIrm orsgenizeticos me making a
systematic investigation of the last
election and wholesale arrests for bal
lot frauds are promised.
WIFE SLAYER'S BODY FOUND.
r.
Remains of Alonzo Jackson and Wife
. Buried in Same Grave.
Lancaster, Mo., July 21—The bedy
of Alonzo Jackson, a ' well known
Schuyler county farmer, who killed
his 17-year-old wife yesterday in a fit
of jealousy' - was found hanging to a
tree today with a bullet hole in his
brain.
It is conjectural whether he was
lynched to avenge the death of his
wife or committed suicide. Both
bodies were buried in one grave to-
day.
Jackson and his wife had had a
quarrel and agreed to separate. He
kissed her good-by and started to
leave, when he suddenly drew a re-
volver, fought off several relatives
and shot his wife dead. He escaped
and was hunted all night.
NOT FRIGHTENED BY
CHINESE BOYCOTT.
San Francisco, Cal., July 21.—John
E. Wilkie, chief of the United States
sctret service, whin arrived here today
from the Orient, says the- Chinese
boycott of American goods is not FO
serious a- matter as has been report-
ed.
He investigated the boycott in
Shanghai and Hong Kong, and reach
cdt the conclusion that- it will not
greatly affect American trade.
HAYES
recollection of the quality of
long after
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel, 756_
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free 0( char•ge anywhere in the
city,
C. B. Hatfieict_
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, Tee; RESIDENCE, 316.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky,
Thou B IsicGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER_
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
8FFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County;•Paducab, Ky,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 3o3.
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE me.
Dr. Hoyer
1131/ south Fourth St.
Office hours 9.11 t
Office hours 1-3 p. OIL
Office hours 7-9 p•
New Phone No. 8, Old Phone No. fp.
The Star Steam I4trndry 4.1 highly
commendel by ail who have their
1.0-k Gone by ttem, neatest, cleatee.
and toast
PURE C
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heA burns up clean and makes no
kmily Lump, well screened 11c bu.
rge Nut 
 10c bu
Place your order for coill with us
S.
Large Egg 11c tn.
Nut 10c bu.
United States Gas, Coal Coke Company
oth phones 254. Office Poot oF Ohio Street
^40
si:ohe inner sidle of the float hemwhish tsaval on lashings, o
that the bottom realm 'a :his propel
pestilent. no matter which Md. of the
• boat fails wpon the water when it
Is throws overboard. It ham not re
gain, to be righted. alljuirktd as
turned oboist; it is ready for senior
the sainssat ft strikes the woks
Oars are attached to the state of dm
best to propel it when ft la *adapted.
Damage persons sannot got on this
south to dub It, walks the life.
beak tit cannot impales or founder,
ash Mho a raft, go to times orainat
the sides of a slip.
'MID OF ANCIEN'T METSOIL ' rIELF'S PUK ITURDPEKEIVERS.
baborero Inilllantsbarg. h. Y., duo
•iartla What Appeases to Ts
Oil Remy-vasty *tallow.
What seamed to be frag-usentoof •
magnetic Iron meteor, which may have
disooended to the earth contraries ago.
was discovered the other day by some
baborers who are excavating a smiles
liCialekerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
Street, Williantobare, N. Y. The 
tie.*emery was made at • depth of 40 feet.
Ile being necessary to remove • hill MI
Lust high before this sidewalk level woo
reached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth in
ths cellar excavation the men came
Upon the hard substancre, and at first
believed ft nothing bat sotid.rock. It.
extraordinary weight, 
however,them examine it more closely, and
when they out into a large plata of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath a
earface several inches deep of bard.
ened yellow slay.
The search was extended further,
and the mon came opera a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a 
semilead. All the matter was turned avow
to Prank N. Schell, the oontractor,
who will transfer ths relics to some
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Sobs*,
"that when this meteor felt, perhaps
centuries ago, It struck the earth lthe
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces areall aneient is chides,
from the hard yellow clay wh our
mounts each piece."
-
A NEW LIFE
• 
RAF?.
Stfo-savina Doric* of Spisoial Mose
to no Flout! Soas• ot tem
Warships.
The navy department is providing
some of the warships with. sew life
raft, says a Washington special to
the New York World. It oensista id
an elliptical copper tabs 
somewhatbattened, with sir-tight tompart
snouts, strengthened by flea The
tube Is incased in cook, wound whit
items el Informant/a& ,Porealinena C.
Co',Imary Departureati-iloso
Roeelless4 neshoo.
Alurniaum is now being used ,ess
e ianaively as a materl for toilet art/-
ilea. It has advantagea over strive,
n being light in weight and Dever
:arniehine, while it costa less apd cab
oe treated in an equally tirtaatte rues
aer, says Boston Bucigot.
With a car. of deviled ham one 
camnework wonders sometimes if o has
reliable cue to begin operations.
For instance, have a tonal: can ofit
Ind mix it through two gills of crests
shipped stiffly. Add to this, toe, •
of consmneue in which is dile
iolved half an canoe or even lees
relatine. Put into pener oases
ir into little china made and awl
in ice for as long a time as neeme
4ary, or longer, and unniold wiiest
terving.
Old potatoes should always be
?laced over the stove hi cold eratte
end new potatoes in hoihow water
Let the old ootetoes stand in ice we
:er for an hour or two after ;peeling
end befnre emoting.
Epicurean butter hi sieved with
grilled meats, etc. To noike it. pot
two tablespeonfuls of fi butte/
in a small bowl, and week into it
rhoroughly with the poiot of a ell,
ier knife a mixture of tayenue.
edited L rb powder, Jni,eeted parsley,
'emon inky and mualtroom powder.
.Vben this is accomplished, set it ce
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
into moray pats. Dot three
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made Int
tpreading thin ovals ol breed with
tqual parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
chopped olive. and a, little mayon-
naise.
To stuff an olive, peel the puts
from the atone spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let tt
break. Then make a tiny belt of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is *flea
ased in doughnuts and fried drop
eaneata and made abataitaitke wafer' cakes, causing the dough to buret oat
tight. Attacked to thin fleet ist e to very Irregular tsubbiee on the
rope netting three feet deep, from edge, which soak fat and make the
which t. suspended a wooden slatted doughnuts heavy and unakarely.
bottom. rho netting is sttspended A pure cream of tartar baking pow-
der makes the dough rise skowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best results. either put the
mama into an alv.•,1 of moderate
rather than intense best, that they
may have Unto to rise before a browe
awl II formed, or lot them stand
lea infanta' to rim, asid then pot
them into a hot otos.
Creamed ceichun or creamed awash
breads may take the plata of creamed
oysters, at d are really more whole-
some and .nore easily protrured. Paz-
boll the 4vreetbreada and pick them
apart; h. cash pale allow ose can of
The war department to sonsidertag mushrooms washed and chopped fine.
the advisabiltty of eqatpping artily Sttr theke into a pint of cream saves
transports with the same sort of Where eliickeo is used, to each three
float. pounds of chicken that has been most
sareful'e boiled arid cut into dtce al-
low a . in of miishroorcui and a plat
of cresol Belled.
NAUTICAL SCE( 1L AT MANILA.
—•
Naval Onetals to Do Ilveryillikap Peas
• ol• to looreaa•
of tbe InstItutles:
1
Naval officials at Manila brewed lode
everything possible for ter. nicest* of
the nautical school at that glace. This
Institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been is
charge of Lieut. Richard HTownley,
'United States navy, who w‘k recently
detached from that duty and ordered
home for soneplIcity in metals irreg.
vier business relatiens wish army sub-
siatenee officers at .Manila. Another
officer has been placed in charge of the
Institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine islands in
such professional duties as will equhp
the cadets to perform tint 'duties of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education is chief.
V of a technical and a professional na-
tant. the students also are given broad
and liberal instruction In the general
branches of mathematics, geography,
grammar. English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
sehool with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instruct.
then in navigation, seamanship, and
the general require.nenta of the pro-
fession for which the students are to
be prepared.
WIroleos Tologrophy for Worships.
Rear Admiral Brafiford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rat in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washing.
too, the necessity of equipping Amer..
loan men of war with &system of wire-
kss telegraphy. As sops aa the sp-
proprl.ation is obtained he will recom-
mend 'he system to be adopted for the
siva! service.
Believing that Contmelnder Richard-
s toe Clover, naval attache is London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has reeom-
intended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent ui Eng,
land to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems de-
veloped by Lloyd's teensy.
Miostrteity on Now York Central.
,,,,i....Electricity for the New York CP*
Me/ railroad, at least to equip its
eines from the city's limits to the
Grate Central station, is more than
a polletblity of the near future. It is
se;4 that en electric engine, In many
of Its details unlike anything now is
Service, has been perfected, and that
it will soon have a trial. If its suer'
Miss lass great as is promised, steam
power may pass from the Grand l is ir
Oral alt Lion 'before January 1, lel e,
Valise of litlisettooto Porto tag ,
Minnesota farm lands have
aaced more than 100 per coil_ kia
*DM during the Peel seven emir%
•
eased— -
FASHIONABLE FEMININITY.
ettroati•-• Tutored. et Waists an•
Goys e •
•1 Noumea&
— -
Apropos of revivals it may not in
amiss to hint i hat • return of the
pannier overslirt is persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists; are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, anD insertions with.
eut number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is a
eonspicuous favorite of the best de
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Parte gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satis
Oundation for the skirt,
Red silks are to enjoy a great
togue during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
Iwo shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which fs
listinguished by perpendicular liner
of open work, like drawn-work, with
t dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with ,eyoke and
teep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
hece threaded with narrow velvet rile
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles
Quite a numbca et tie new fancy
waists are made with friths down the
front, sometimes a single narrow One
op the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sosnetisses twn, and
lacing opposite wviya, so full as to
form a jabot and concealing the fait
toning of the bodice.
for Sommer Wear—A
Keep the Blether Young one Sappy
This charming power to throw away
or the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
face when we lay cooing in her arrna
and she was thelhapplest of women In
sonsequenee. Is it not a pity that
through our years ofmeoessary train-
ing we should foiget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
g.-own? No girl. I am sure, could pco-
ribly misinterpret me into ineoping
that we are to tern sobs, sounidero
Ilona into foolish -knouts. What I
wally mean is that many matters
would be improved if a *ens* of humor
'hod Its light upon hems and tbtoosh
lime be amoniptish d by glrhn-olialso
lir alletieh UAW 41•111.114
A SIVIGI2 "INB'AIR."
+1=141iisbdill htil etaipo.m 
binds
 
there stilli
 re
[mused a rundkaection which the people la
the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
of oon, iiy handier' down from a period
when ..ow portion of the county was isolatedby 1snç.iiae roads and covered with dross
timbers. The "jangle fail behind in the
march of psogress. The farm wages am-
sowed the family to shame on Suadoys wean
trevils on the 'Mite rode la "swingor owned buggies. More was one
prevailingstrie of aretotectara, which is still
reqDeJT seen, the square log helm with
ass rocionied • edep kitchen athitseidat
The
sirtatilighow tstaigt"saansiowed anohthci:outor tionsj"."ealmialthe
treks as a shotgun and rifle, the horn pow'
der desk and hunting pooch, and trophies
a the •hoet, while on winter•eveninge the
&wing firelight from the cavernous Are-
trreo ilamew shadows in and out among theo
,of onions, a dried pumpkin, and
"middlirds" auertendoenfrom the rafters.
The hems in whichMeeter Lane was born
Mood in a ma cieored apace in the heart
st the "jungle.' Here site grew to women,
hood with he wider experience with the
aide world diem the weekday walk to ths
eedreet virago% and an annual joaram to UV
seenty seat in air time.
tier first hardship culotte her at the
of six, when she most trod each day Ica
13 miles to the district selmel. But school
days is the "jungle" were soon over, the boos
getting the no of tis• "schoolin' " because
the girls married and bad .ns use for it.
were no bachelor maids in the "jamr e, Marriage was a covutinty about white
could he no doubt.
.er Lena being what the native: of the
"pa:nee" ca:leil • "pod, smart girl," it
• espacted the would loam • good meta.
If the Ione borrower mere picturestme
e of itsthan bora it was becausisom 
Hester's hoed treesed the morning glory
vines over the vriadow in summer and hid
the woodpile behind a bank Meturdy holy-
hocks and protean bathers. Tin pans
red palls showe nowhere eke with each
brightness and baster as they did on that
blipet cataide the fiesheo door, Resides
Scow had pieced more patchwork quilts
en the hag isestierelmajom than any othee
girl indg. '1e,"where • feather bed
semi be .og and a mos the dowry every
tr.f4 was • ta ethos to her hoe
tegate's ace Within and "Jim" Gillian.re bed bar talks between Squire
whose Whew wee the big Iasi owner is
Ike "j,egif and (*old Sot oft ten terse
for the ram. peopio to mart out with. fee
nil aprodetriettnided young vomit. Asa
ten took "An' sod the molding day was
site ice Datorites.
Nubs Wawa who had "Ord the knot'
in every mambowN.u7 which had
taken plhow la the far a deardo,
'ffirtated, sad ameimmited the coireommt
tette sash mama Gahm as he doomed if
seeseestry ter the "bong people to toe*. •
rZi seleitralieon hobo das "Utak" on theis the "jungle was a gale. ads*
LB=to hie &thee* lhoposi.day, Amu fanyeatag husband toe
Shot Nod prised Miler looked as be
and hod& "Jim." at this betas mat of the
sow woos in her ndr" lbws of "miry
Was iretomed with white lam as
be refilia, rod tor hug eassm's het no
&oersted with bike Abed brira. This
Ong sway cootame sagressatod the savings
as Ow este of. sass dad bunter above the
4=grosartse for may weeks. It wasnted
a" too, • sertng namehine sat
=km* of be taxnrios 4 the Lime
Tarty as they wore, the "%fair" woo.tur
wore arrhing holm then. The chairs
were armogsd in • searieirtio amend the
rms. surd 'Ate 'and Hoots, sat doom
ems the men 10eir. no eeel3peny, the
eider atenbere fire, cane forward one by
am and 'mho& them by the land sad
herd der songreedstima There was
eady oar Ones, ia which the rood realise
mdd be sostoeyed. wish yes mach toy,"
raported rash neighbor, soistomly, an 11eut
bout agaits. Thee those was sesame la the
room the garnets starting blankly at the
bride and groom, who relieved than too
harrammt by occasional whispers to seek
ethos.
Whoa the Saw sod witty martins whine
seifiresed the feetettlee of the "Inseis"
wore cdtatastad some of the adder folks be.
yeataisconsiog of former wadding so
said "Anrm," 
7t' at. how th• world does change,'
Taylor. Bs sad We
ugh, ". Lours," were the
al the easela." "You mama rota
got married and Mart out in the
seersdaye dee't knew what bard times are.
Toter. timber lit finor roar hove with,
and • irstik stove and you ean bey beds
aad ehithe and table already mad*.
wesitzed.50 years son wean Laura sad I
get
Matra rived at aid Kaskaskia Hs
lather hod maw over vs to the Illinois des
from Isometry, ervel I; being a rowing shag
and trod of Totems* bilk, turned up there
61: trdilalid 
went to work he his. Bot
oos by brad ta them days, aad
Seed.
Laura helped in the etre plotting. Wrist
la. tem and wars wrist. One day anal
that I took Laura op behind as in • berm,
=
tit ail our worldly goods dad la
vs started eel to seek our f
La a sew °pantry. Ws newer stoopedar".2
we reached th• "eingla," and loch up g
PIM of land and both a sobtin fined. al
the furniture with my own ban da and
1molted ea the mats in the 18M
I. gib to t Lores'for oilman everothing
Is those dart, and /AVIS fetaid alma la the
wilderame; bet the %dim wore gone, and
them shoo', isythfug moot 'dangerous ie
the woods ehanornts and wildcats."
"And we. didn't bays 'infer' dinners le
these &rs," said 21mile father. We had
turkey and venison, which we sitot.k. the
wood*, ILA for mire and phi se had geed
tern penes baked in the emit on the hearth.
'Pm'? mealier didn't hakes .a st
wedding dross the Herter Irwin het
linsoy wools*, she wove herself sal
the weal tor it, tote. Throe wasn't se
bats ts then dam; ties girl we' proud whir
mid girt • bit of calico to make • etretkee•
I s
torn world beet bow mere stories of ths
good old &ays whoa simplicity reigned sI
wedding h.et 1 but the men moat harry
lefty for th• robing," mid before
the tun welt Isom the logsv"Jim" had
iserfally hem and piled ea a pretty site
an theten sera were Is dish' Pleet and
I new horns was ready in the 'lune*.
/st the evening 'BM" Rtudsoa. ttio
fisted settee, to ellOW that he Amidst' 80
-wee brought his fiddle "them wee
same fa lb. sew henna, a'
kg* anti tins wedding festivities wee
asel Hester still lin Is
Teedia." but the lIttle Amos ht• etlt
"cre.paindevr %nest ge;e1.0: ham1 ev4-
tisce the intprenj.tya wproFeld.4 isighyttansiftaorm*new
peranstinity, sad the • ftlafale sad the
Nowahalaine will gees he mot a sasilM
• "° • lititdeateenettv•ee-OhlisweeTtibeom
AL Ye1{01400 IWITC2 °mut
gliCNITIOOS Suggested by the Pecs.
liar Habits of Raccoms.
feenters at a nouthown Oho••-•••••.
eke Ware of the Ileenalogi*
lila/agent LItti• lienlireadd
St taw Woods.
sows:mai psyehology is to be studied,
I see, in Paris," said an observant
*then recently, according to the
Now Orleans TiareteDemoorat, "and
the riciontioto are going to take the
wahritet trp in • systematic way. That
k a rood plan. It is a broad field, and
research along theme lines will no
tteutis be productive of much interest.
lag data. Heretofore what. ads atiste
have said along this line, and in fact
trf they have learned, has been of.
Theoretical nature, and it may be said
that animal psychology has not pouted
beyond the portify experimental stage.
"Darwin come nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
sehartiet when he took up the etudy of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treaties Is lacking in that definite data
which wooid place animal psychology
anonw the so-called exact adenoma.
Mal ft has occurred to me that a busy,
hustling center of population, where
exre may and so much that is artificial,
to inyrh that is out of harmony with
!Tie natural ordtr of things, would
rot be the piece to prosecute ia an
.trtenigent and satiefactory way a
ttndy of this kine-miting subject.
turrcruncltnier a trifle more rugged
wowid seem to afford a bettor oppor-
'natty for the observance of roentaJ
eroemetes in the lower order of life,
sIfhotigh. of course, much may be
learned by the method which has been
edapeted by litneopeen relent:res.
"In The tiositherii‘part of the United
tterfeit the,. Bolen tists might find mtioh
lata twit would give them a more
lefleite clew to the reseening meth-
od* ol animate. of the lerwor order.
Mus't litti• trick of theoppossnnt, for
nurtainee, when be felsem death. shows
sit eleme-nr of shrewdness which °ate
oarely tilde in orders of intelligence
;arsofty bight». Take the raccoon.s it that be will leap op on one
• of a trite mid then p.rnp as far as
or can from the other ride? It is s
.rick. 115 is trying to fool the dog
that is after him by making trim bo-
gey. be is Ili/ the tree. The 'coon haa
practfeed this game for so long that
• well trained dog will ever howl up
s tree until 1:e ham ciroled around II
veered times to are ft the gem, has
sot resorted to the unite] mak...believe
'Why is it the, a. 'ttoon. when the
Ire. is failing under tho effect of the
butiter's as, will *camper dossoi n'e
rrirnk of too tree toward the stump/
iftt has two reasons for doing It. In
the first ;Awe, unless th• eOg know'
kis buirinosa, be wifl rush out in the
Breeds& of be trillion tree..behering
the rains will scamper out from the
:cp. In the second place, b. reasons
that It is safer for Body and limb
I'S either event he is restioning snout
the thing. it is a psychological prier
eaa. liestanoos hare been reported
ity hunters of where 'coons would
'sap from the top of tailing trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained dogs, who wop:d
tang around the stump until they
meld scamper down the trunk of the
tree, But the rule Is the other way.
"The point I am trying to mak e
soncluded the observant citizen, "is
that the woods art Med wit% thee*
evidence's, which might give the pew
elitists a clew to the reasoning teethe
oda of animals of the lower order."
REI3ARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
Sonsposal ao5w. s re• foie. se
Cereals liddase• and Dirdis
Oasur.
A polar bear would not have a
ehance in stalking seals if it were
of a darker color. The only black
spot about it Is the tip of its sotto.
The sailors who first landed on veri•
ous unknowt, erotic chores and bay*
stated that the bears used to take
them for seals. and begtn to atoll,
them at a considerable distance, lying
„lows flat on their bellies in the at-
titude la which the well-keovrii pho-
tograph br Mr. Gambler Bolton shows
the old polar boor at the i,00, •nd
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an it...bumniouk, when
they would get eye ?eel- over to see
if the "seals" wes• alarmed, and
wriggle oteagain. The sailors added
that they could always see' the black
lose when the bear got up near, and
'owl that the bear put his paw eye/
us mnzele tie hide it. The &retie
'oxen, the "trine" halts, the ptarmigan.
-per and "'mine all undergo the see.-
tonal change to white by as identical,
itrocetts, says the London Spectator.
Pb. hair or ,fmathers, as the ease
night he, lose color and turn white
it-hat may almost be described no
to instantaneous ,processi. In the
'noes and birds the white comes in*
ostches; but the speed of the miler
itiange is remarkable. There are
-deny stories of topple whose illy
'ins turned white 47*.tri shock "in a
dngle night." Jut!cetig by the birds
itid foxes, these stoeeve must be true.
to 4011e ever sees the process of fad.
rag n-oing on. The (either or pritcb
if fur which was brown or rd
gray suddenly whitens. Yet no Joe
Nile actually seen the color g al nit.
Pb. explanation widely gives is that
it takes place by night. There Deems
so "half way" tint setween theiwhits
'ad the original oolor.
ha Oct toe tho Rata.
The Tether-I as as glad John rot
abated to moterees.
The Mother-Yes, Ws a great re.
lei. Be has tried wit meaty ways of
sitrithalf 11,18114 0011 1111104#-Diteimi
THEY LOY&
• Iltopiniao Preattee Thou, I. lladedgeol
ka b Ileaselroaing Peeples la
Panatarettania.
At Shamoictn, Pa., Goose' geese ear
toms have eurvived the moreis of pror
rem sinew the Poles and litiosiana
Des of these observances Is "mottah-
tog day." It is a tavern* day foe
Isaahlrial lovers, for swiftness Of limb,
rattier than eiosjoesco of issiros, asp-
tunes the hales of the amatommtty,
aw
n easeese eschews..
days the man has boon in train.
Chi for the run of his life, while the
motile adjoin corseto and rob lith
name an %beep kneecaps 'eery night
we oreeing diuniber. Thatilly the
morning 4 "towiteddow dhkr seriens.
Me man sees before him oat the maid-
ens of his elBage, Ho may take his
pink All be mut do is bo oatpti and
switch and dock with water A. ores
ot his alsolois-the maid whom he
would have for his wife V this k
limber or foot than he end astaipse
elm le fres. If the man Is Wowed ell
his quanry oho sekkaa frees ilteak7k
though has fout are dad fa Laths
shoes.
etiwiliteheng day" at hisamoirte hi
thinitor thando,y. wham mil the bads and
lames of the soostry round shove
gather all the town tor the mama
sassing. • Ores Martine to ma is
easepthe so a token that she he not
averse to herr purr-nem Iles MA"
start is aosopted so a psopassi; and
no masses abet rnierfortittao may be-
tall his qoarry be moot provide tar INS
ail the days of his foes. Bin
Pethetie Indeed was the Uthsteaticie
of this fade to tho am ad Omen Mom
hob. who was by all odds be.ban.
simasoli in the Roseissi esaboveq
for many miles *bout She One me
sad sistitiew and her eyes vows pause
Was. She wen orowsad oda vides
hair, wheals grow In debate gasteto
ekes tiros her hes& is Maishok
had move anktore nom she meld ace
mph and ehe was very sea neat Of
fast, the maid had, winos amines( se
a morrialembio ago, pawned ene
hrwftie day" in safety whim.* be.
geeing pi hmar promise.
Miss Maistactlit undo noon on the roe
mat ',Ethel oeciatelon had troccesded
in ontduttancing all for pointer*
Many were the mom she had roa, but
mew bad a irwheh or • pail a wales
looms withta reaching aloft's°e of her
petite form.. re was than that Andrew
Lobtneity, a shrewd potsue man. wisp
bed purpeatty wafted argil he Main
bolt hod imoonto tat/rood. erre ammo
Off Stroud 4:210 mold, and olsor has
sped the pursuer.
Down the raftrosd trash they
*oohed, en arni,tedtng. fib trachea
wars both cormeatants-the melt ran
stag tow a wife, the girt fur liberty-
that the et a Waft was as-
amodoed. omen* tamed atilt,
sad at tie bleat Mtas Mani:sok., at.
3tehted.orbaintilud sod fell upon the
rail Both se her logo want cut cif
below be hsaes. but the denotsies any
she will five And Kottasky, regard
leas of her befog a ertpphs, etwete.-.-
the* be 141 keep lie reete res Imo
her jest as men = to
leave the norm's cora.
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
Oahu* soli Potorootiods vidrollow
Azosdne Virus Fonts In ChM
aialke ZusglInpe.
Fred W. Carey has recently boar
Orrideltni through an almoot ooknowe
part of the Chimes. Shan states, which
o botwesep China proper and Bermah.
In the moicrout of his journey. which
be remoter reed before the Royal
Ooographioal society, he spoke most
favorably of the wernees of the come
wy though his optnkin of thw WS is
sot an flattering, melt the New Tomb
Is their face and figure. be an..
thew Shoos resembie the Japanese,
sad the women ere, tip my the loath
watooventional and feacteattne
the rasemblanos ends. The men
are lacy, gsod -for-nothing fellows, who
sever 'risk snipes they or. absolutely
ehtigadto do 'o. The womaa toll &vir-
tue the oramereer tattle Tie* fields and
mead their time wbee at horns ha
weerbf cloth and in household du-
ties. wear a very pretty coo
tem", foetatitne a long white pet.
Goan 'Which fa welch more bwoomitig
than Om ugly mioahapon trousers of
the Chboess erotism.
Mr. Carey deorrilots a diversion of
the young people which vary moth In-
terested hi'th. As he pursed threat%
the villages the girls often provided
thentatelves with cotton mod ban&
which they call love balls, and many
times he was pellet with thew low
roisaftes. IT. stye they were of renew
not intended to oonvey any message
to him, but se the festivities willob
take place Aortae New Year's them
eotorod bells have a very important
pert to play‘ On these occasions cloth
In conti be more significant to •
Tonne man, for she is vary careful It
throw it only to the particular young
igen whom she would like' to manor
Thus she expresses her preference for
ono or another oethe swains. If the
young rnanecatches the ball, the fuel
is a wire indication that he withal
to wed the girl, and the engagement
might as well be announced at once
But If be mimes She ball, tho fact ho
&Gabes that be does not reelproest•
the affection the maiden desires to
give him. and she must And a loves
elsewhere. At all othortirneettegams
Is simply a mode of flirtation, wheat
the merles wr man who falls to catch
the ball must pay a rrarteit to the
thrower.
Oillotat earn.
me queen's footmen wear 'ries
which have eight rows of aorta. weenie
se Omen of the prince of Wale, are a&
lowed mom rows, arid them of the,
hope mayor of Landes are glom Is%
shs.
Tali RIMING) Of ANIMALS.
rata Visceittaaaat tiontbastas Seam
Ile Welt Develaped In Some
tad fleas.
A number of authentee a
have beep collected by Is. Tour
Monde to illturtrote the fact that t
sentiment of revenge is very well d
teloped in some animals. Et
knows that elephants, for exampi
have lout memories when they
subjected to treatmeet that
their feeling.. Capt. Shipps, of
Preach array, discovered this fact
his sorrow six weeks after be
given an elephant a sandwich apri
kled with cayenne pepper. The as
loin had almost forgotten the Inc
dent when be next saw the ant
and attempted to caress him: but
elephant, reoognizing the prac
}token et.ddenly absorbed a quanti
of dirty water from a puddle near-
and diffused it over the officer's no
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a it
of two Indian elephauut at the
of Burtpore. Water was scares an
In great demand, which gave unun
value to a well that had not dried u
One day, just as a small elephant and
its driver were leaving the well,
animal oarrying a pail of water, are
torte and strong elephant seised the
poll and drank the water. The s
elephant, conscious of his hat
strength, showed no resentment be
bided his time. One day he saw hi
enemy standing broadside by at we
The little fellow suddenly rushed to
ward with all the energy at his co
mand, butted the big one on the Wel
end tumbled him over late the wet
An Indian missionary tells of an I
diatereet person whom be sew teaele
an elephant by pricking his trunk wtt
a pin and then feeding him with le
tnce salad which no elephant has an
nee for. The animal as. rott-or slo
In anger and he had not fully decd
to be mad till a half hour had els
wti. he suddenly seined the marsh
er4ro his head, tore it into sh, ode an
flung the fragments into the face
his tormentor.
A British magazine told, ewili
ago, of% milkman's dog that was tk.
terror of all rottener canines, as be
was a fighter and never mimed .. •
chance to mix up in • row. Most of
the dogs in the neighborhood bore
sears as etvidri,oe of his ferocity and .„
prowess. None of them could nista,
aim in a fight. The idea finally me
earred to them, however, that there
is strength in oiloon. and so one night
about a dozen of them went to the
home of the tormentor and thoasbese
him within an loch of his life. Thy
milkman found next morning that his
dog Was nearly deod from the viewed*
inflieted. When he reeovered !rota the
serimmare he was ay/mowed dog, hen
Ina wholly lost hi• taste for fightin
Sir Andrew Smith, a anvi•sist. I
Darwin that one day he saw s
baboon in South Africa heopst ter
mud as officer, who, all 'pick and
swa• on his way to paled.. Th• other
had foopiently teased the animal
which took this effective means of r•
venire. Parrots also are among to
•nimala the* do sot soon fore.% per
otos who teas.. or matte-to them
They weevily end e.snr °a: ty gtn
tome entoesteitit momenta I. thorn-
who •re unit ;De to them.
iTAR1 $:10r. TRADE.
▪ llama. a of he Ortrloai Poetory •‘•
•e rinsed ow ItsUahart.. a boo-
I.• a...other Parneltiosa
Thee .8 to he • &hoe sod teeth
mrittaite•ii in Dorton, whisks ouoti
atts to be the •hlrf market for
find •hries I,, the United Suites .1
Joe fermi tire of it is to P. • repro 4
tiort of th• original •hoe fset..ty
the Uoiteel Ruses.. say• tbs. Nos, y
For many yr•or. •fter the sett
ment of the American colonies no
wrupt was mane to ry.Arolifile!a
hoots and shoeo for th• inork•t,
wear tieing imported hoot England
mild Prime.. 'nits leas • period of
baud-made shoe* townie...1,, sod so
;owns large rootlet Cu h••• a local
thoetnaker, be supplied •Il the needs
of the inhabitants In towns not
large enough to smitain el Tillage oohs
Her a traveling shoemaker went from
pimae to plows. stopping a day or •
week at esalt. •,4 •
So tar we Is hoarsen, the first shoe
factory in Maesaehirsette was situ-
ated in Danvers. not far from the
historic house in which Oen. Porter,
of revolutionary fame, was born. As
early as 1786 various shoemakers weil
at work currying, cutting and shoos
making at the original factory in
Danvers.
The, original shoe factory of Dan-
vers can, ft is mid, be reproduced
without undue expense, and as the
boot and shoe futereat in Meteesolre-
'tette is now not only well established
but enjoying an minimal amount of
tormmereisi prosperity, with a
foreign market than it Eger had
fore, It is thought probable that t
exhibition will be represented,*
many respects.
The chief countriee to which A
teas shoos are rent are Aue
enema& 010 West Isdiert, Cape T
Wexler; ml Canada.
Stow to invert.
The mom lilac get. the most out tie
Mt is the one whe is always ookfe
up, wilbO is determined that everything
be does, every tnvestenant he makes.
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ENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
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Mattress Co.
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short notice.
pADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
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Dr. L. C. Sanders,
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Office Howe: II a. m. to 4 p. m.
heart Building, Rear Office.
Pad tcah. - Kentucky
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATT 0 RNE V' A T'ILA W:
tog t-s North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commercial and Co -operative
Business a Specialty.
4. B. harrison,City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
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Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
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Architect and Superintendent
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TELEPHONES
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LAWYERS..
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Vernon Blythe
PHYSIC;AN A ID BURGEON.
Rcoms 304-6 lzriliernity
."VBEN W. BARKLEY,
Ntorney-at-Law,
--
Room No. s. Columbia Building
EAL's band anOrchestra
?tune, 136-'ed.
SkstAMEILli BU.READ.
MI TOR P. 110ROA1L
There is a wreck down at Spoliate's
bouse-a Pero* that was formerly a piece
el blithe manhood, with a nuirked tendento
to talk and a wen ca his head. The wreel
ha question used to be saluted by his cra
liars as Mr. bpooner.
Wuere, before, all Wlla joy, In the highest
octave, now is sorrow and woe an large
quantities and a dilapidated bureau is is
warkably small pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used 1.0 proudly as
sort. Unfeeling neighbors used to soma
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearance of haying come in the Ark
But neighbors will carp and iet their bop
Pun through your cabbeige-patoh in wild
and bristly freedom, so ti,e will take then
meet's at 50 per cent. diseount.
How the bureau came there was sot tbs
subject that worried Spooner just before
tee pall of darkness and bumps settled Oral
Lb.. happy home. HOW' to. get it &WV WU
what agitated his mind.
Spoons?. only daughter, Cycloste, had,
it least, been so fortunate u to sorrel a
fearless being, who made her his wif•-and
)he was Cyclonia Spooner no longer. Li
I. not the purpose of the writer to die
tribute the idea that, but for this tilei
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have bemuse more altitudisous. Far feon
itl ithe simply °eased. arr • Spooner, tt
maks the sense at titres daily repasts look
as if attacked by an itinerant eat, and to re
mark plaintprely that woman's mission es
earth was not clearly defined around the
°VW that their daughter had succeeded
In committing matrimony in tti• first
degree, M. and Mrs. Spooner reeoleed tc
SO U111 proper and appropriate thing. After
much Ceaticular thought, they decided te
present her the sacred barease arouse
which clustered seseh hallowed saniciations
like these indigesous to an ski buff&
sobs.
The eared bureau was located in the
mooed story of the Spooner domicile. is
the "spare" bedrhoni! Hew to pet it down
stairs was the quietist
The time, several years before, whoa
imp, the druymen, had mimed the poo
derma piece of terniture to the sesond
story window, by mean. of aeon rope s.ne
profanity, was still fresh in Spooner 's mini
Be remembered that Jew had marairad
the bureau. which was an enormously do
reloped affair sad teen had measured the
stairwa,y.
"Tee wide far the stairs,' was Jags? tree
diet.
So without any move haw be had pro
asedoi to haul it up the side of the nese,
and introence it through a window.
But Spooner considers himself a peer re
the way of uncentreted think, to asy two
legged amylase that ever wore a hairy her
roe for a beard and charged 40 pieces ol
silver fur tarrying a *seat trash twe
blocks. He knew, wittiest measuring thaf
the stairs were wide enough for the be.
Peas. Single-banded and aloes he attached
the lugubrious piece of fermiers in its ewe
satire spare bedroom.
By dint of much palling and as areal
amount of heeding, he succeeded in wrest-
hag it LO the bead of the stairway, hi spit.
si the fait that it seemed etrattaiielly
seek , its ekes Into, the door, Is es deter
mined siert to ram the departure.
Getting that be carefully lowered the
bares. toward himself nee op atlas was
may marred by the trifliag asides' at all
the drowse slipping out at see and the
IMMO UM% and all bet the lad as. herb
lag Perike of Spoesaer4s nevem se
they fed,, a wooden shower, epee trtm, end
landed below in the "jog" if the stair
ma. The last and neavimit drawer de,
V bets the regular nailer el proceed-ad tin woes side up, es Spooner'e
beat shoulders and bowed head. Ills held
es the hisyliever heirloom dipped and the
owed pine fell forward epee wig. tte
tmestrIbig \ha costly the elitethey west, with au the sediment
led celerity that &Beata the pussye of
ha, realm' freatically down the sorridem
tif thee.
Boeotian was a trill is advance if the
ressi whee both airspeed is the log" ed
lie stairwayTh. deereses erhish h4 mod.ahatolonesi
a few seconds before, lay lea confused hem
with all paesible comers upward te wit
same the no- hilarious Spooner.
Be landed es all them comer, and see
oral more that seemed to put in as appear
mos for that occasion only, and the so
altant and vindietive heresy weed square
p on its Weil on his quivering corporeality.
A wild, railed yell, so sharp yet es eel
ominous that It startled the bats out of the
thamner sad brought Mrs. appear to the
hoot of the emirs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she stuiebed
'Whet, oh! what has happetied to it?'
Promptly • hitt voile oiped up from the
Whom of the pile where Spooner was do
sig a eontorteee sot besestli the blamer):
"The precious berme to oeinnired se
pet," it maid, "but I ani mortally woeful
at by this eatenenpuide demos!"
iiriehteasa at tffit awful eondition of her
sous buried beneath a seestais of re-
'bemires tomatoes sad with so issuresie•
m his life. Mrs. Rpooser sea feet maim
ieoe. Presently she returned with aerie
.‘oriLilear By his ;trait arm, the wrech
4 maimed was drawn from beneath the
*111 exultant heirloom at the Roundhoula
Ariedher amseermeeot was isetatited, and
.1os foloner desisios of Jaw, Ike drayuma,
yes vindiesterd. The bureau would go tie
nether down the -jog," for the 'fairway
res mueh narrower from there down.
Without a word, but with.' terrible dank
tine mules depicted en Itle so -eta--.311
deem end nose several ineliesatnit ea ea
aumb, Spooner, amated by Kilter, set to
work to fore* the bureau tip u the top
• the stair. again. This thee ammeded
• emosaplishing in spits of the Puettanical
reeistaisee of that stubborn orthodox diem
if drawers.
thee apposite roll. it ever, and over,
awn with tlio aid, he balanced
4 p mutnstat on the e widow-WO
With • wails of al nose deaden ear ese
6 semlitedie bitch to his paatideoue,, dow
y7'elippiag away frees the olueehes of his
to. rear ouspeoder bottom, Speonet pushed
the bureau, sow thoroughly frigatesed, out
ward, and II hurtl d Vico:nick the air like
the fight eta lose. mobbed meteor. With
• crash it leaded on the wou-doperetep,
two aterise below, nd was walling but a
Freely of its former grandeur.
Wilidorpests valuable dog, of the
einelolegesd .persuaida, bad, but a leo-
learnt before. been rewiring AM overshot
en the dootertep. New he ley under the
,urea.-only a eanine rerollettise, a hairy
sreserepot.
Cydonia get no wadding present from her
parents; Spooner got nothing but a sake
assortment bump* and abrasions and
bill for OM, said to be the value if the
ate dog. Tel all of whieh he obiergated
4 such pisturesque ;Aram that he mai a
&larch trial is the seer distance.
Misseable. tWaal 400l...4-00w Lie
doom
!EIFEL" KILLED FOR DEER.
Sew 'fork Menem Obligee& eie Pay
5500 ter a Day's amine
ma a Ma War 
JohnHerndriokson, a breeder of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living woe Pleasant Valley,
on the Cot:thee:ton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re-
sanity found four isf his finest young
heifers in the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, which had en-
tered the bodies just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who bad been stay-
ing at Whit. Lake, had passed over
his farm II2 quest cri partridge, and
that Ante had been heard in the
vicinity of the field where the cattle
were at posture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd.
end it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
killed them that they Tare' a strong
resemblance to does by reason. of
their delicately formed I:Gibs He
woo aimed with the idea that they
had been mistchea for deer by the
bun tore.
Hendrickson to White Lake,
but found that the three men be
wanted had gone. He aeoertained
their names and *Adria... in New
York and after coasiderable diffientity
located them. Helms just returned
after seeing them, and es a reedit
of his visit be I. $500 riabor than
when he went Co the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
Prank Clawson. et Attlianese. ft., Ores.
"ammo Ihsolatagly Ismosasoast.
• Dulleulties.
Atlanta, a small tows eon* of
Bloomington. /11., has is Prank Claw-
son • fiddler whose chief bid for
fame lies in the fact that he is with-
out hands. Clawson has been a per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his jkill was such that he was in
demand at every courrtz7 dance in
that pert of the country. Several
yearn ago he was caught In a bits-
card and both hands were se badly
reason that they were amputated at
the wrist- Supposing that his fld-
ditng days were over, the old inatenn
agent wee laid away by the owner.
The oid-ttme longing to bring out
music became toe strong to be re-
sisted, and he amuse:bed the nalqa•
des of playing without hands He
made a contrivance out if heavy
wire. whisk gambled him to wield the
Cow. The matter of fingering wee
more di/Nadi, but by hard react'
Co trained the *temp of his left Mind
se make tb• soomeary shifts from
as. caring Co another. and from po
shim I. positioa. With the fiddle
bold ha plus by hie chin and Insees
and with the help of his flare,
ere" Clawson teenage. to pla
warty as =loth surname se form...,
• YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
ere Oiertesea. et /ewe rano,
mamma ta• Wasamll for ablt
llortkoroal.
A yreadmether ea 59 le the record of
James P. Carleeon. of Iowa Pails
a., who claims the distinction of being
.he youngest ge•nemotkor in the en-
lre northwest. !Otos is hoping to be.
crest-grandmother by tee tints she
e 411.
Ms and Mrs. Carleton were mar-
ried be Ohio le years age, Mrs. Carleton
ming only 11 years old when else was
wooed, won anti led to the altar by her
/anthill!! schoolmate. Lean than twe
rears later, when ooly U years of age
dm beanse a motlier. The tendency
toward tarty marriages is the Carlow&
Ihmily was transmitted to the dengl
tar, and two year. ago, at the age of 14.
tile wad married Last week she hce
ume a mother.
Until recently Janus P Carleton web
postmaster at Iowa Falls, but • few
menthe age he arid his wife removed to
St Paul, Minn., where their daughter
and gran daiii Id reside.
ANIMINO•••=1.1=11•MI
CIF CULTURE PLANS
Secretary Wilson to Encourage De.
velopment of the Industry.
Win Ask Geingrese ter 510,000 ser the
Ilearacee at Prelinataary Test and
eavespenatton 44 What Cams Be
(leas I4N4Jattod State..
Secretary Wilson, of the department
if agrieulture, Is deterreioso L., it
Mee interest in the cultivatioe
worme sod mulberry trees in tbt
United States, and the sum of 410,04.et
which he has asked congress to give
him to develop silk culture in the
United States for • preliminary test
&ad investigation, will be spent with
• view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
of mulberry trees and the care of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn his
attention first to the seuth, on aeC011111
of the large amount of cheap labor
to be procured there. If the results
in the south axe at all satisfactor)
t n the men, women and even the
shildren will be appealed to by the gov-
ernment to lend a hand in establie".ing
a new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. The work
Is about all done in the spring, and if
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of congress will have at hit
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to his oonstituents. I think it
likely that I shall all upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tuakeree, Ala.. He is ready there
te take bold of thi experiment and
do much in a short time in educating
the people in silk culture.
'do far as I am concerned, I know
Silk culture can be made a success In
this °Pantry. People laughed at me
when I said the beet anger industry
would be a encores, but it le a success,
and the total yield this year will be
300,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing excellent tea plants in this 00irtb•
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way'.-.
(hat is. In steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
upon the leaves. 'The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, anti he los
sudiately improves almost any ides
or industry he imports."
neeemeet Co. Seseettlast tee Weave
A promising movement ha. been
Warted In Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The 14es or:,
tasted with Dr. B. Z. Jones, of Rich
mood. and sever•I prominent and
wealthy neyroes &re aesociated with
hfin7 The Seat of the proposed set-
elements will he established near
Richmond. Meta of ten scree eaeb
will be laid or, end upon ash will
be "meted a four-roomed log sahib
of antique style. Tliene plots will be
gold on easy installments plans to
cie.gross anxious to better them-
selves. They will be given praticsal
and systematic inirtraotion In farm-
ing, • experienced expert from the
biatIt '4 at Hampioe being engaged
se isimieupetor.
_
Plan a Peedlerlens Teniset.
A bold, remarkable project in we
sensing attention among Russian en-
gineers. it I. proposed to construot
s tunnel titular the main ithain of the
Caucasus mountains from a point 411
ranee south of Vladikavkaa. The tas-
sel will be Mk miles • I's(
 
and cost
kookoon. As soon as the Trans-9I•
Milan railway I. eniskadveit la be-
ttered, Ole Oatimaian tunnel, which
has the warm suarrt of the erar,
will be ootesseseed. From a military
and ecnamereial point of view the
more will be of -sort Importance. se
the oaly direst weausunlostioa With
Ilesse-Csaessis from southern Ramie
is by an ordinary road from Sisals
swims to Ltdis.
Sothotels S. Oahe,.
A year ago *era ware 5,091 paten.
Wheels in Cuba. err& 151,000 abildrem,
New *Mrs are 11114,410011 saluosi 41411-
asell aser «demi we Wag
•
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
Leung tiowersor of Masrall Vesree
atmerteaa asemery fer Use in
the istaad.
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver coin. into correspond-
tug mires if the United States and for
the immigration of a limited number of
Miami laborers conditioned upon
their 'slaying in agricultural pursuits
only daring their residence in the ter-
ritory sad their recurs to their own
country epee ceasing to be farmere are
the chief rwoommendstions of H. Z.
Cooper, acting governor of Hawaii, is
his 1 repoot.
The prosperity of the islands accord-
*, to the atlas governor, depends on
Ike soccesedul and economical produc-
tion of sugar. "The employment of
Chinese and Japanese by the planters,"
be says, "sever hat and never will in-
halers with either American skilled or
enaldlLed labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained It'
means million., of dollars spent for ma-
shinery, building materials, tools, steel
and Iron and other supplies of Airmen
sae manufacture."
Wow Jorsors Tors Food Law.
What is aaid to he the strictest pure
food law In the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement hes been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy coin.
Missioner has been abolished and hie
futtee have come under those of the
*hie food inspect o. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
fill over the state. Everything that
*an nom* into use for human con-
awmption as food or drink Is included
under the law. The Inspection will
even take in canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the hen of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
tittle showe them to be unfit for he
sun food.
Disprove.. Koeh Theory.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D
Barney. of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the '<tow and hold
an (autopsy. Dr. Barney is now cer-
tain that be has disproved Dr. Roch's
theory that human tuberculosia and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
nusnipable. Dr. Barney said Lest
sight that he luid no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr
loch's theory.
Prisoners is British ladles Jon..
No fewer than 587,884 prisoners
were in the prisons of British India
In 1899-1000--sn increase of 92.04'4
ever the number for 1891. Of ULU
huge total only 14 665 were females,
whisk Is a smaller proportion thee
•is western ootintriee.
OM of a arida...
A new /arm cif benefaction to •
Kew ftgand town is that taken to
the gift of Franc a akiall. of lien
York. who has 0 Mittibtkia
Wm. a mow asftloa
WONDICRFUL BRAIN WORE.
Idesawy Tan Upon the. Memories en
-Clarke la the Vaitimil Statist
Railway Postal service..
Millions of people are complaining
aowadays of beleg taxed financially,
but an army of men in the employ
of Uncle Sam are burdened with a
mental practice unheard of, as re-
gards extent, in any other country of
the world. Things that a railway
postal clerk mutt remember have in.
erestaed in such volume that c•ae would
think every cell of his brain woutd
ee e Oh the name of a post ufli,.•
er millers:, concoction, and the won
ler is ts at the clerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
gesso facts cases of insanity among
this class of public servants are rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk maintained
for several years a record of 21,00i
cards (which take the place of letters
.n examinations) with an average per
oent, of correct distribution of a frac-
tion over 09 per dust. He knew how to
reach that many offices in several
states by the shot test, quickest rotfie,
and he knew the correct location of
each office in its elate.
A clerk on the New York and Chi
cago railway port office must know
the correct location of every post of-
fice in a group of states made up of
Illinois. Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana
Minnesota, &nob Dakota and Ne-
braska. In these seven states there
are 12,317 post ofices. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" o&the eon
arid scheme, which means the cul.
location of the post offices in each
state, but ha must know how to reach
the whole 12,000 post offices from one
or more stations.
A clerk runniog between Chicago
and Minneapolis underwent no fewer
than 75 examirations in 15 years,
learning 13,306 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinations he was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distri-
bution, win* means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of a
mile • minute he must distribute let-
ters to the carriers of the Chicago de-
every. He must know not only where
every pubtio building and leading mer
mntile house is located, but also how
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar street,so that he can "tie out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
:ng to the route of the latter. This
alone clerk made 13 examinotions in
ten months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 10
examinations he came out of nine of
them with a clear 100 per cent, each.
Think of such a task, taking Into
consideration the puzzling similarity
of -names that are used to designate
post offices! Thoa too, must be con-
sidered the fact Mat there are hun-
dreds of cases where in each state la
• pout office of the same name. For
Instance, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Ham-
ilton, six Greats, four Garlields, four
Genevas, four Smithvilles, four Spar-
as and five Jeffersons, and no on.
In some instances there is a post of-
ides of the same name is each of the
seven state& As one may imagine.
this only tends to confuse the average
mind.
THE MOUNTAIN LION.
klee Cp toe 1114.ase-as es bee
rlek:a4 of the Cal Tribo-Allow
lilar.1 to Flo&
From a story in St. Nicholas ire
slip this description of the old-time
mountain Bon:
There was a time when the Ameri-
las mountain lion was one of the
moat formidable animals In the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
sea sae mean met nen was nee ea she
Ik004 terra)), armed and powerful of
the cat ramtiy. It was a compact
noses of hard and tough muscle and
gristle, with bones of iron, strong
jaws, sharp teeth, and claws like
steel penknife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quick,
"peered with a mail-coat of loom skin
that was as tough as leather.- It had
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it bad
the proverbial nine lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal It was
bope:ess to match dogs. It was said.
In the school-books of 40 years ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pall
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
hops they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
grown American mountain lion of
that time. Be was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
beer. "polled down." that was exactly
the position in which he fought beat.
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position-well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was most '"up."
He onee was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar
haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the home of the
northern -winter blizzard; but he at
tain.ed his greatest size and ferocity
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico end Arizona.
These animals are no longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot booe to lino any of the
old-time power or ferocity.
Ottpistimrs foe Royal Reading.
As his children attained the age of
ten King Edward had everything con-
earning them whldh appeared in the
newspaperinpaated iato albums, and
these were handed ocer to them whee
they reached years of discretion. Thr
prince of Wales, however, began at the
beginning, and each of his aleildren
has a volume of neerepspee eettireir,
dating from theotiag of tu
maul Clurcesicke -
FRESH FASHICS NOTES.
Sew Lew In trrelee Oraaascatoths4
litcrisiessee tc. *he 1 p-to-blato
Cast .•
-
A charming eie:!ins fur r
young girl is of Hob i•
veiled with either white, guid or col-
ored net, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon auilique in de-
sign, alternating with or cue
rneltias sewn on ill a stnriteu arelear-
oest., says tho .114g1t-.
S,one ingeni,ius mortal hi * intro-
an e:fective aoveity t.. season,
.usmely, bk.ck velNet, rust,, C.out the
skee of the palm of one's hand, reads
to applieue onto silk, lace or chiffoa.
There is nn open circle in the middle,
through which the material cats be
drawl'. These roses make the mom
effective sort 'of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the briCee
of this season was made with a chin
ton coo', tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of lac. and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handsome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white sat in
gown, with a lace flounce round Oe
hem, put on very full and hea,'ed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society function in Paris
one of the most picturesque and no-
ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis XVT, corsage formed
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollet-
age • deep white lace collar, sinie
reaching to the waist behind. passed
over tne shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ent lone loose sleeves were caught
rightly to the wrist by a black velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be
sovelty, although unique are exceeds
Ingly beautiful examples are continu-
ally being produced, an the seekers foe
something newer in the line of jewelry
end dress accessories have turred
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, ts suffi-
cient guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design v-in appreciation
from an lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaining is
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foularda.
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
le always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives it a light effect.
White foulard with black Chantilly
incrustations is a good combination.
It is less expensive than the very rick
embrokleriee and in man ways
very desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
• Comfortable Coach That Is Lastly
Made at Ilome-An Autism.
Oak Mats, Eta.
Few families, whether in town or
:ountry. have sufficient closet space
In which to keep gop no and
wroos unwrinkled. The safer way.,
In any case, is to ley them flatly
and smoothly in a box large eztoeels
to accommodate them at their full
length. tioeh a box may be made
at home to such a way as to serve a
double purpose—that of couch end
wardrobe combined, says the New
York Tribune. A stout box of unpaint-
ed wood, six feet font inches long by
about three feet four Inches wide. can
be constructed by any big boy or his
mother without difficulty, using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting She wood..
The cover should have a cross strip
sear each end, and must be firmly
hinged on the box. Line the inside of
the box and lid with a serviceable ca m.4
brie or 'Inertia. Then nail a cushion,
deep and springy, to the top. Thia
cushion may be made of an old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put In
new ticking of the proper size. or of
"wool waste." or may be procured at
little expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz is
how plaits all around the box. and cover
le top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter,with a full pinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening.
Rare a strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift it,and it is well to
?es-ten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and boos, to ;avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pillows arid with an of.
then throw-n over-the foot, this makes
a comfortable couch by day, and eves
by night if necessary.
An excellent ball tables for a country
house was evolved not longaago by an
ingetlous girl 'from an ordinary un-
apinOed kitchen table without a leaf
She *awed two inches from the legs,
then stained the whole with a black
ttain, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in e
stone jar, with just enough water tc
cover them, and left to simmer or,
stove for half a drq. This liquid
applied to the wood and left to 6,
Vinegar In which a number of rust,.
nails had been steeped was then
brushed over, and repented until the
fable acquired a good antique oak col-
oring. Brass rollers were then faa
tened on the legs and an old-fashioned
ti-ass handle put on the drawer, wlich
was stained inside to match the out-
side, and served for bolding gloves, eta.
A scarf if dark red leather was fas-
tened down the mid "le of the table with
brass headed tacks and.beholdl•reals
ly handsome -old eh" ball table!
And a (sad Oa..
Willie-Pa, Is p: Mien a peofeanione
so a• business.? '
Pa-Well. that (spends upon cito
Thiene... If yea's, ea the win.
sing .Me It's a laidease.-411Badall.
dda  •
Bubblers! Bubblers!
Bubblers!
Children get a Bubbler, dip in water,
and you can blow bubbles as big
as your head.
Requires no soap-suds, and therefore
NO MUSS.
One with every 25c purchase at
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. 180.
Cer. oh and Broadway.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel-
ing, Loss of Appetite,
Nervous Depres sion
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
"P1ice.50c per Bottle.
WANT
COLUMN
WitAED—Colored boy to fire
furnace at Paducah ,Toitet Supply
company at 1754 Monroe.
• FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT—Two large first
'floor rooms, each fine for nun and
wife. Room and board Sio per week
for both. At New Richmond.
FOR SALE—Lots north side Har-
rison street, between 13th and 14th,
364 feet 2 1-2 inches eat and west,
165 feet north and south. Apply, at
Fraternity building, Dr. Blythe.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, wad
out buildings, nice yard with sheik
Peers. Wil sell on terms to suit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 630.
Set=dity l'i!:arnin, July 22, 1905.
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LOCAL NEWS
downsonr of rain yesterday
kit th:cgs gm:0 chilly early this
morning.
--Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vickers, of
ge‘steth'ITiied, have a new girl baby.
—tarly yesterday =tiling burg-
kr.; broke into D. Wades home, 330
sfishrbrook avenue, and cleaned out
the pantry, wl:ilo the residence of
James Desplain, several doors away
1,sfain thc same thoroughfare, was en-
tiered and several dollars taken from
tie pocket.
--Harold Amor. son of Dr. Amos,
fririnerly of this city nut new of Cobb
Ky., ha; reseived an ppointinent at
Washington, D. C., as chemist. HT
graduated from the Pne.ucah 'schools,
then weot to the rte college at
• Lexington avid otiit:ied chemistry.
He is a very bright and able young
---,Albert Pc orb, ags ' one year. died
as the OtIss nsie'.00thass' of the
esui ty, ;r-1 ar3-; btried ss.terday at
10-s. sor.,::ssy of thit 11("901N%
1:r. W. F. Pose c,- el3riler, has
"got Itia.'efie-.k straVntga,..1 out and
reaiy ' ,• sew cs:ab-
lism-n' .1 .. }'aiding on
7sroa4N-s-:: 1...•-s-ctsI hir; and rsart h.
I-KED ORLIKANCE.
- --
*rate Ltt.itiled A.gliatt-1:: to
Bond Company Bid.
•••••••••••.— •••••
ótinar.tJ ptt aitt:n; br.d zorrranies
Ic go lsti-ets: or. Ills, bond of saloon-
igerolira to the ci.y on getting saloon
licenses, to gtssrantee that they will
gos-tio an ,.rderly place. Several
sa'og ,-n ts t- ave offered bond enliven-
to their bonds already, and to
mid c this legal the mayor signed the
bill immediately, it being given final
widage by the aldermen Thursday
night. Heretofore only individuals
could go on the bonds.
Horses for Sale.
A few well selected Western horses
at Fletcher Terrell's sales stables,
22t South Third street. Call early,
and get your pick. ,
Postoffice Clerk Ed Riley has re-
tinned from spending his eckation in
Marshall county.
Personal Mention.
Miss Nellie Gockel, the charming
daughter of Mr. Joseph Gockel, of
South Fifth street, is visiting in Gol-
conda, Ili.
Miss Nellie Hendrick, of Smithland,
was here yesterday en route home
from visiting in Princeton.
Cotrunonwealth Attorney John L.
Grayot, of Smithland, was here yes-
terday.
Lawyer Clarence Dallam, of Louis-
ville, is in -the city on business.
Hon. John K. Hendrick went to
Smithland yesterday to visit his fam-
ily.
M. William Crow, of Ballard coun
ty, will retnrn home today after a
brief visit to his father, Coroner Jas.
Crow.
Councilman John G. Rehkopf, wife
and child go to Beaver Dam, Ill., to
day for a fish outing, They will be
gone until the middle of next week.
Mr. James S. Caldwell has returned
from a trip to Louisville and Frank-
fort.
Mr. Charles E. Jennings left last
evening for Chicago on business.
'Miss Mattie Hamilton, of Dyers-
burg. Tenn., who has been visiting
her brother, Rev. W. W. Hamilton,
of Woodville, passed through the
city yesterday en route to Clinton
and Mayfield for A visit before re
turning home.
'Mr. Monroe Wilson, of Madison-
ville, was in the city yesterday on
business. He is the democratic nom-
inee of Hopkins county for the state
legislature, and is non-committal on
the United States senatorial question.
Contractor George Gardner goes
to Cleveland, Ohio, next week to visit
his mother.
Mr. Harry Rhodes returned yester
day from a several weeks' visit to
the furniture markets at Grand Rap-
ids, Mich., and other Northern points.
Mr. Lawrence Gleaves goes to May
field today to visit his family, which
there.
Dr. Will T. Polk, of Pine Bluff,
Ark., is in the city on business.
Mr. C. B. Hatfield returned yes-
terday-fa-am Alwaulcee, Wis., where
he attetided a meeting of agents of
the or western Life Insurance
cern
sr
Led Acker snd Miss Eliza-
bah- ebolder ase gone for a
round -trip up the Tennessee river.
Miss Mary A.sheraft, of Clifton, Second Baptist
Tenn., is visiting tire uncle, Major J. Rev. Nowling will preach tomorrow
H. A shcraft. morning and night at the Second Bap
Mrs. Lizzie Carter, of Union City, aist church for Rev. Cu
Tenn., arrived yesterday to visit Mrs. who is kept closely confined at his
home on account of the dianintrean,l
Mrs. Dr. H. P. Sights returned yes illness of his wife, who continues to
terday fe,-in visittng in Henderson. suffer from typhoid fever, and evi-
Miss Ltbel Calissi went to Central denced no change yesterday.
City ye! :cry to visit
Mise,,Alice Dodge, of alvetlpOrt,
IOW*, 'returned home yesterday after
visiting Mrs. Ernest Karnes.
Mrs. George Bauer goes to Louis-
ville ti norrow to visit relatives.
Law, Frank Lucas has gone to
Hopp vile to remain two weeks
settling by compromise many suits
he brousht there as auditor's agent,
against eople charged with owing
back tax •s.
Mr. Charles W. Collie, the insur-
ance man. leaves tonight for New
York, havirot N on the free trip given
to thatilace b:- his company, the Se-
cerity Life Ir -Lirance company, for
the agent doins a certain amount of
tusinesss
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Hughes and
son. of Marion, Ky, are visiting Mrs.
Joseph Hughes, of Washington
street.
Mies. P. J. Bray, of Darden, Tenn.,
is visiting her son, Mr. Packer Bray.
Mr. W. R. trooper and wife, of
Springfield, Tenn., arrived yesterday
to visit Mrs. W. B. Browder, of Mon
roe street.
I.awyer Oscar Kahn and family
are preparing to move from Sixth and
Clark streets to their new home, 324
South Fourth.
Preacher Leaves
REV. W. ARMSTRONG GOES TO
CLINTON TO CONDUCT
MEETING.
Re -W. H. Pinkerton Will Leave To-
day for Trigg County if He Is
Able—Sunday Worship.
Rev. W. W. Armstrong, of the
Trim-ble street Methodist church, will
leave today for Clinton,- Ky., where
he will be absent until next, Sunday
assisting in a protracted meeting
started there. His family leaves also
for a visit out of the city. Tomorrow
morning and evening at the Trimble
street church dervices will be con
ducted by Rev. A. N. Sears, of Ty
ler.
Third Street Methodist.
Tomorrow morning and evening
Rev. Peter Fields will be in his pul-
pit at the Third street Methodist
church.
First Presbyterian.
Tomorrow morning at' the First
Presbyterian church Rev. W. E. Cave
will preach on "God's Way." There
will not be any services at night.
German Lutheran.
There will not be any preaching to-
mortow at the German Lutheran
church on South Fourth street, as
Rev. Ilten has not yen returned from
his summer vacation. He will be
back in time to preach the 30th inst.
Tomorrow morning at 9:30 o'clock
the usual Sunday school worship will
be held with 0. D. Schmidt as su-
perintendent.
German Evangelical.
German services will be conducted
tomorrow friorning at the Evangelical
church on South Fifth street by. Rev.
William Bourquin. In the evening
he speaks in the English language
from the following text: "What Is
That in Thine Hand?" Exodus-4-2.
Tenth Street Christian.
Rev. B. W. Bass, of ' the Tenth
street Christian church, will tomor-
row morning preach on "The Words
of Eternal Life." He has not yet se
lected his topic for the evening dis-
course.
GOLD MILLIONS IN LONG TRIP
Bullion Werth $5.000,000 Secretly
Transported Across Country.
Philadelphia, July 22.--A pile of
gold worth *c.rv $5,000,000 was
stored today in the vaults of the
United States mint. The bullion was
brought from Seattle on four express
cars. Each car was guarded on its
long journey by detectives with load-
ed rifles ever by their sides. So se-
cretly was the precious metal trans-
ported that to one except 'employes
of the express Companies knew of its
irTnsfer. .Corions persons who asked
questions were told that the cargo
consisted of "fast lior5es..'
A heavy fall of rain, if noi a cloud-
berst, o.erflowed Spring river al.out
Cat,liagc, Mo, doing $2ocs000 dam-
age to crops of the valley, in the loss
of caale and the damage to railroads,
while thre lives were lost. Railroad
traffic was largely 'suspended and
fears are that the balf had not been
learned tip to lase accounts.
Acording to the inetropolitan pa-
pers, which attempted to keep a cot--
record, there were 250 deaths from
sunstroke.; dttring the first four days
of last week, when the hot wave was
so severe in the East and Northeast.
Two-thirds of the deaths were in New
York, Chicago and Pittsburg.
Evergroon Circle, Woodmen of
World, give bran dance and social to-
night on Powell. street in Mechanics-
burg. Everybody invited. Nice mu-
sic and good time.
First Baptist.
Tomorrow morning at the -Hirst
Baptist church Rev. Cheek will preach
on "Sonship," while at night his topic
is "Seeking the Lord."
First Chran.
If able, Rev. W. H. Pinkerton will
leave today for Trigg county, where
he goes to assist in a protratted meet
ing. There will be no services tomor-
row as the First Christian church. ex-
cept Sunday school.
Delightful Time,
The congregation of the Tenth
street Christian church gave its so-
cial last evening at the builtling and
the gathering was large and greatly
enjoyed by everybody.
Broadway Methodist,
Rev. T. J. Newell will be in his
pulpit tomorrow morning and evening
at the Broadway Methodist church.
---
Grace F.piscopal.
Tomorrow morning and night Rec
tor David Wright preaches at Grace
Episcopal church at the usual hours.
North Twelfth Mission.
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
the Sunday school servkes will be
conducted at the 'Nsrth Twelfth
street Baptist mission church..
RESIST HIS EXTRADITION.
Attorneys of A legeci Bank Defaulter
Would Keep Him in Ceiba.
Havana, Jo y 21.—The attorneys of
Alfred Buck, former cashier of the
Mapleton, Minn, state bank, who re-
cently was arrested on the Is of
Pines under the name of W. J. Mc-
Gregor, on the charge of defalcation,
.are endeavoring to secure his release
because the prisoner arrived in Cuba
before the extradition treaty with
the United States became effective.
Latterly the courts havi-been de-
clining to grant writs of habeas cor-
pus, the right to. which was decreed
during American intervention. The
attorneys therefore ask the depart-
ment of justice to permit Buck's re-
lease and to order a hearing of the
1
tuteetion as to whether he can be ea-
traditeek...„,,
FIND COCAINE'S SUBSTITUTE.
German Scientists Discover Harm-
less Local Anaesthetic.
Berlin, July 21.—Two Gement Sci-
entists announce in the Detimpbe
Medicinische Wochrenschrift the dis-
covery of a new anaesthetic, having
all the virtues p1 cocaine without the
slatter's stcond ry ill effects. The
new substance is called "allypine." It
deadens pain b Am* application and
'does not cont is op'son.
River Ripplings.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, abo;
Chattanooga, 5.1;. falling.
Cincinnati, 16.1; falling.
Evansville, 14.0; falling.
Florence, 4.3; faSing.
Johnsonville, missing.
Louisville, 6.8; falling.
Mt. Carmel, 4.2; falling.
Nashville, 9.1; falling.
Pittsburg, 7.6; rising.
Davis. Island Dam, 7.0; rising.
St. Louis, 19.7; falling.
Me. Vernon, missing.
Paducah, 15.3; falling.
Captain Carney, of Shawneetown.
is in the citt, while today his
,boat, Taylor, comes down to be pull-
ed out on•the Taylor dry docks for
repairs.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock there
leaves for the Tennessee river the
steamer Kentucky. She remains up
that stream until next Friday.
The Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock. Tonight
she comes back about it.
The Joe Fowler went to Evans
vile yesterday and comes back again
tomorrow. She then lays here until
Monday morning before getting away
on another trip.
' The Reuben Dunbar leaves Mash-
ville today and gets here tomorrow.
She leaves at noon Monday for
Clarksville.
The John S. Hopkins is today's
boat in the Evansville trade.
The City of Saltillo passed into
the Tennessee river yesterday on her
initial trip from St. Louis. She gets
out again about Tuesday on her way
back.
The City of Savannah passed out
of the Tennessee river yesterday for
St. Louis. She leaves the Future
Great on her return trip next Mon-
day.
The Peters Lee leaves Cincinnati
this afternoon and gets here Tuesday
on her way down to Memphis.
The Rees Lee left Memphis yester-
day and gets here tomorrow bound
bade to Cincinnati.
When the City of Saltillo reaches
Saltillo, Tenn., on this trip the citi-
zens of that place will royally enter
tain the crew, officers and passengers
as the handsome steamer is named if
ter that municipality, and is now
making its initial trip with every
stateroom filled with round-trippers.
Normal Closed
SUMMER NORMAL CAME TO A
CLOSE AT WASHINGTON
BUILDING.
Superintendent Ragsdale Making An-
nual Report of County Schools
—Applicants Examined.
Yesterday the summer normal for
the public schools of this city came
to a close after a six weeks' very suc-
cessful run, at the Washington build-
ing on West 'Broadway, where daily
the teachers and professors remain-
ing in the city for the vacation
months gathered and continued their
studies. Al feel that much good was
accomplished and the normal will be
held each summer hereafter, and im-
proved as far as practicable as the
time goes on.
County Schools.
Next Mionday the Lone Oak coun-
ty public school begins its fall ses-
sions, with Prof. C. Harkey in charge
while. on the same date the Cortege*
school starts, with Mr. Seth ,Floas as
professor. County Super:ntendent
Marvin Ragsdale is now making out
his annual report, showing that 2.-
440 white pupils were enrolled the
past year, and 369 colored ones, while
737 scholars attend private schools.
The average daily attendance 'the
past year at the White schools in the
county was 1,I85, and 156 colored, or
35 per cent, of the enrollment.
Exanainations.
Yesterday was the day set for Su-
perintendent Ragsdabe of the county
schools to examine people for ' the
scholarships in the state college this
county is entitled to, three in num-
ber, hut there were no applicants for
same. McCracken county gets three
free scholarships in that insftittion,
but nobody seems to want them.
The superintendents yesterday ex-
amined Mrs Florence Grant, L. W.
Feezor and G C. Cox, they desiring
to he tested to ascertain if their
knowledge is sufficient to entife
them to certificates permitting them
to teach in the county schools.
LADIES' MONUMENT.
Mr. Joe Ullman Has Not Yet Select-
ed His Assistants,
Mr. Joseph Ullman stated yests&
day that .he was preparing to select
his committeemen who will assist
him in soliciting subscriptions for the
fund being gotten up for the Orpost
of ;reefing a monument somewhere
in the South in memory of Southern
ladies, for their loyalty to the Lost
Cause. The Paducah Confederate
soldiers' aid was enlisted by the gen-
erals of the South, and Mr. Ullman
was selected by the local ramp to
take charge of getting lip what funds
jpossible and forwarding same to
Ithoie at the head of the movement.
t,
1
MR. SAMUEL LIVINGSTON
GETTING OVER ATTACK
OF ILLNESS.
chi() io
 tour
Lucky Day
There's a pleasant surprise ready for you right now—just step to the
nearest bar and ask for a glass of
Belvedere
Ube Master Brew
There's a wealth of happiness in every drop. It cools, refreshes
and satisfies. It's a revelation of what can be produced when the
choicest, purest malt hops are brewed by experts.
DEMAND BELVEDERE AND SEE THAT YOU GET IT.
I eg,
aducab Brewery Company 71, 
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
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Ask Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT ROM
The Standard Flour o
The World.
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
354, EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
12:30 UNTIL 2 P. M.
DIMMER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. rir:30 to a.
Convalescent Clean Insurance
IS NEW YORK TO INVESTIGATE
ALL COMPANIES OF
STATE.
Condition of Miss Dow Husbands Is
Critical and Her Recovery
Doubtfa
Mr. Samuel Livingston, of Mem-
phis, Tenn., has returned !some after
a two days' visit here to his brothers.
He accompanied this far his wife who
went on to Louisville for a visit. Mr.
Livingston is joist out of the infirm-
ary where he underwent an opera-
tion at Memphis for appendicitis. His
condition for a while was critical but
he is now strong enough to be about
again and' was greeted while here by
his many friends.
Getting Better Daily.
Word from Smithland is tha/
F. James continues to daily
libtter.with the attack of appendi-
citis that is confining him at that
place where his wife, mother-in-law
and sisters-in-law are spending the
summer.
Mr. Tool Out
. Tocf is able to be out on
the .Weet, after confinement at his
home in Rowland:own with an attack
of illness.
Condit:on Critical.
btrny friends of Miss Dowwi:1 regret to learn that
she is in a very critical condition and
the physicians are doubtful as to her
reccvery. Dr. Jesse Atkinson, of
Clarksville, Tenn., andlDr. S. B. Pul-
liam, of this city, have been treating
her, and yesterday they stimmoned
Ilhollard, another homeopatbist„io Tv
-Prince.on, and a consultation
held. The condition of the lady
teritical.
Other Sick People.
Engineer H. P. Barksdale, of South
Sixth street, is sufferingsfrom conges-
tion.
Patrolman Henry SAgery hi confin
eil with fever at his home on South
Mrs. John McFadden is songless!
with malarial fever at her home, (23
Elizabeth street.
Jim Polk, of the steeet car shed
force, is suffering from a painftelly in-
tired hand that got caught in an arm
attire yesterday.
Mr. Leo Haag was /slit yesterday,
having been quite ill the night before
on beton in g overheated.
Gov. Higgins Sends Such Manager
To The General Assembly Iffiew
In Session.
New York. July 21.---The methods
of all life insurance c..mipanies do-
ing bus .. s :lie sts:e of New
York are to be investigated by a spe-
cial joint committee of the legisla-
ture.
The instsitution of the committee
followed a message of Governor
Higgins to the legislature, which
came as a complete surprise. The
message was received in the senate
after the conclusion of the Hooker
case and was not read in the aioem-
bly until late in the afternoon ses-
sion. Its effect may he described as
eeneational.
The chairman of the committee will
be Senator William W. Armstrong,
of Rochester, Republican, and it wilt
have ample power to conduct the in-
'qiiiry in a thorough manner. The
other senttors on the committee will
be William J. Tully, of Corning, Re-
publican, and Daniel J. Riordan of
Virew York city, Democrat. Senators
Armstrong and Tully are lawyers,
Senator Riordan is a real estate and
insusenee agent. The five sssembl-y
member.; of the committee will be
named by Speaker Nixon within .the
next day or two.
Chairman Armstrong sail tonight
that while the actual hearings by the
committee would probably not begin
for some - time, the preliminary prep-
arations wont(' fe set in motion as
soon as poaible and the organi.!aticin
of the comrmittte: would take place
as soon as the ;:ic!:Tbly members hati
been appointed.
•
Esmegroon Circle, Woodmen of
,give bean dance and social to-
Powell street in Mechanica-
l:, le rybody invited. Nice mu-
sk a d time.
St
Will Assilit Morton
New York, July 21.—Paul Morton,
chairman oi the board of director, or
the Eqiiitabk Life Assurance society,
made tl..e following statement today,
in regard to Governor fliggins' nse,-s
sage to the Isgsslatiue recommending
an investigation of the iife insurance
companies of the state:
"I do not object at all to an official
investigation of the life insurance
companies of the state. The more
eotrolete and searching the legislat-
ive investigation is the better it will
suit me and the better It will be for
the Equitable. We hope the propos-
ed investigation of all New York in-
surance companies will be as ea-ittaustive as? propose to make the In-vestigation of the affairs of the Rapti-tallve whioh began over a month ssipq,..
Rev. Prentits H. Pugh, ot Mem-
phis, and Mrs. A. D Pugh, ,af Clarks-
ville, Tenn, are visiting 'Mrs, T, C.
Baskette.
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